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Chapter 1 
 

Introduction 

 
1.1 Why is charge transfer in DNA important? 
 

Deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) is well known to play a pivotal role in biology as the carrier 

of genetic information. However, during recent years scientists have been strongly 

interested in the electronic properties of this “molecule of life”. The DNA structure is 

suitable for electron transfer because of the overlap of orbitals belonging to the 

nucleobases along the DNA axis. Soon after Watson and Crick discovered the double-helix 

structure of DNA in 1953,1 Eley and Spivey were the first to suggest that DNA could serve 

as an electronic conductor.2 Over 40 years, both experimentalists3−6 and theoreticians7−14 

have become increasingly interested in the electron transfer in DNA for a number of 

reasons, including in particular: (1) understanding the mechanisms of oxidative damage 

and photorepair of DNA,15,16 and (2) the potential role of DNA in the design of 

nanoelectronic devices.17−19  

 Oxidative damage of DNA is caused mainly by radiation and reactive oxidizing 

agents, such as superoxide ( 2O
−i ) and hydroxyl (HOi ), formed constantly in the human 

body.20,21 The chemical events associated with this DNA damage start with the oxidation 

of guanine base (G) which has the lowest oxidation potentials of all the nucleobases; the 

others are adenine (A), cytosine (C), and thymine (T).16,22−25 The loss of an electron from a 

guanine unit can be the start of a serious problem, because a guanine radical cation G•+ 

reacts with water yielding oxidized guanine (8-oxoG).20 During the continuous process of 

DNA replication as it occurs within the cells, 8-oxoG has an increased tendency to bind A 
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instead of C, leading to mutations. Although cells have developed various mechanisms to 

detect and repair oxidative damage, these surveillance systems cannot pick up everything, 

and mutations caused by oxidizing agents are among the leading causes of cancer, genetic 

disease and cell death. In 1996, Barton and co-workers confirmed that oxidative damage in 

DNA really can occur at a distance.26 By using a specially designed oxidizing agent to 

pluck electron from a specified guanine, the researchers showed that damage could occur 

up to 11 base pairs from the original attack. There was only one explanation, namely 

electron holes were migrating along the DNA strand.26  

 As DNA had been proposed to be a conductor,2 it could be used to design electronic 

devices. One expects that molecular devices would be able to perform all the operations 

currently done by silicon transistors. The basic idea of molecular electronics is to use 

individual molecules as wires, switches, rectifiers, and memories.27−29 The great advantage 

of molecular electronics in the frame of the continued device miniaturization is the 

intrinsic nanoscale size of molecular building blocks. However, so far experiments of 

different groups have provided results on DNA conductivity which are in part 

contradictory.30 Some experimentalists reported that there is a very weak distance 

dependence for charge transfer through DNA.31 This supports the idea that DNA acts as a 

molecular wire by conducting electrons via the π-stack. In contrast, other results indicated 

a strong distance dependence of charge transfer, which would suggest that DNA is 

effectively an insulator.32     

 The ambiguity of these results was partly due to the variety of experimental 

conditions and DNA sequences. In particular, Giese and co-workers showed that long-

range charge transport through DNA is sequence dependent5 (more details will be 

discussed in Chapter 2). To understand why the DNA sequence makes a difference, we 

need to compare the relative energies of DNA bases. These energies can be deduced from 

computational models and experiments.16,22−25 It was found that G base has a lower 

oxidation energy than the other three bases. Additionally, GG units have an even lower 

oxidation energy than single G, and GGG units have a still lower oxidation energy. The 

important feature is that a hole (i.e. positive charge) is more stable on a G·C pair than on an 

A·T pair. Thus, an electron hole will localize on G·C base pairs. A hole can transfer to 

another G·C site, and can then either hop back to the first G·C site or move on to the next 

one. Because holes on A·T base pairs have a higher energy, such A·T units act as a barrier 
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to hole transfer. A hole will migrate along a DNA strand until it hits a GG or GGG site. 

Therefore, for DNA containing G-rich sequences, transport hole from one end of the 

nanomolecule to another should be feasible.   

 Of course, without understanding of different other factors which control DNA-

mediated electron transfer, it would be impossible to create DNA based electronic devices, 

as well as to develop novel diagnostic tools for screening and analyzing nucleic acids.  

 

1.2 Quantum mechanics/molecular dynamics study 
 

Computational modeling of charge transfer within DNA at the atomic level is a complicate 

task. One has to determine the structure of the system and its thermal fluctuations in 

solution, as well as the relative energies of various states of localized electrons or holes.  

 Quantum mechanics (QM) methods have been adopted to elucidate the different 

factors that control charge transfer in DNA using models of DNA fragments with fixed 

geometries.10,11,33−36 These studies highlight the strong dependence of the charge transfer 

parameters on the structure of a DNA duplex and therefore suggest that the motion of the 

bases may be crucial for a proper description of the mechanism of charge transfer. In fact, 

several experimental studies on oligonucleotides37−39 indicated that structural distortion 

may play a major role in the charge transfer. Furthermore, both experimental40,41 and 

theoretical42 results demonstrated that the solvent can substantially affect the rate of charge 

transfer, and thus, it is necessary to include explicitly the solvent medium surrounding a 

DNA oligomer. Thus, for a computational investigation on the charge transport in DNA 

that accounts for the effects of structural fluctuations of DNA and for the motion of the 

solvent, a method is indispensable which properly describes the dynamics of the stacks of 

nucleobases within a duplex. 

Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations based on empirical force field are well 

established tools for studying thermal fluctuations of the structure of DNA and its 

environment.43,44 In addition, experimental results showed that an electron hole in a π-stack 

of nucleobases has a life time of tens to hundreds of picoseconds.45 This is long enough for 
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the local environment of the charged state in a duplex to undergo DNA structural 

relaxation.  

In the investigations on the charge transfer in DNA reported in this dissertation, we 

employed QM methods to calculate the factors controlling the charge transfer and MD 

simulations to quantify the effects of thermal fluctuation on these factors. Thus, this 

strategy is called a hybrid QM/MD approach.  

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

2  

Chapter 2 
 

Charge Transfer Theory in DNA Double Helix  

 
2.1 Principle of DNA structure  
 

The three dimensional structure of the DNA double helix was correctly elucidated by 

James Watson and Francis Crick half a century ago.1 DNA is a polymer, whose units are 

nucleotides, and thus the polymer is known as a “polynucleotide”. Each nucleotide consists 

of a deoxyribose sugar, a phosphate group, and a nucleobase. Four kinds of nucleobases 

are found in DNA: two purines, adenine (A) and guanine (G), and two pyrimidines, 

thymine (T) and cytosine (C). 

 The central feature of DNA structure is46,47 a sugar-phosphate backbone (a chain of 

deoxyribose linked by phosphodiester bridges, Figure 2.1), which winds around the 

outside, whereas the purine and pyrimidine bases are on the inside of the helix (Figure 

2.1); the strands run in opposite directions. Each nucleobase is attached to the C1′ atom of 

a sugar unit, Figure 2.1; sugar atoms are numbered with a prime (′) to distinguish from the 

numbering of the nucleobase atoms. The two chains are held together by hydrogen bonds 

formed between pairs of bases. Pairing is highly specific, namely A pairs to T with two H-

bonds and G pairs to C with three H-bonds (Figure 2.2). Base pairs are roughly 

perpendicular to the helical axis, and are stacked on top of each other by van der Waals 

contact. The sequence of bases along the polynucleotide chain is not restricted and the 

precise sequence of bases carries the genetic information. The twist of the backbone 

defines two grooves in the helix (major and minor grooves), see Figure 2.1.  
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Figure 2.1 Structure of part of a DNA strand (left), and DNA double helix (right). 

 

 

Table 2.1 Average structural parameters for various DNA forms.46,47  

Parameter A-DNA B-DNA Z-DNA 

Orientation Right-handed Right-handed Left-handed 

Helix diameter (Å) 26 20 18 

Rise (Å)        2.56        3.38        3.70 

Pitch (Å)    28.2    33.8    44.5 

Base pairs/turn 11 10 12 

Helix twist (°)    32.7    36.0  −30.0 

Major groove widtha (Å)      2.7    11.7      2.0 

Minor groove widtha (Å)    11.0      5.7      8.8 

a Groove width is the perpendicular separation of helix strands drawn through phosphate 

groups, added by 5.8 Å to account for van der Waals radii of phosphate groups.  
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 Generally, there are three forms of DNA (A, B and Z), which are classified by 

DNA geometric parameters, such as orientation of the double helix (right- or left-handed), 

inter-strand phosphate distance (groove width), diameter of the helix, distance between two 

adjacent base pairs (rise), rotation angle per base pair (twist), length of the helix per turn, 

and number of base pairs per turn (pitch). These parameters are summarized in Table 2.1.  
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Figure 2.2 Watson−Crick base pairs (A·T and G·C) found in double stranded DNA. The 

DNA grooves are indicated; the minor groove is on the side where the sugars are attached. 

 

 

 

 

2.1   Principle of DNA structure 
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2.2 Basic charge transfer theory  
 

In this section, the concepts and theoretical fundamentals of electron transfer (ET) are 

introduced. Electron transfer comprises the transition of a single electron from one state, 

the electron donor, to another state, the electron acceptor. Such a process is usually 

referred to as hole transfer (HT) when one wants to focus on the inverse process, i.e. the 

migration of a missing electron (a hole or positive charge) from a hole donor (electron 

acceptor) to a hole acceptor (electron donor). In the following, we will refer to both 

electron donor/acceptor and hole donor/acceptor as charge transfer (CT).   

 When considering an electron transfer reaction, we have to deal with (at least) two 

different electronic states: one characterizing the reactants R (before electron transfer), and 

one characterizing the products P (after electron transfer). In a complex system, the 

electronic states have their potential energy surface in many-dimensional atomic 

configuration space. These two surfaces intersect each other. The intersection surface can 

be reached by any suitable fluctuation of atomic coordinates. The electronic interaction 

between reactant and product leads to the usual splitting of states (surfaces); such a cross 

section of potential energy curves is sketched in Figure 2.3. One can classify electron 

transfer reactions according to the magnitude of this splitting. A reaction is called diabatic 

if the two electronic states do not interact, hence no electron transfer reaction occurs 

(dashed lines in Figure 2.3). For sufficient electronic interaction resulting in a large 

spitting, the reaction is called adiabatic. In this case, a system passes through the 

intersection during a fluctuation of atom configuration and will always stay on the lowest 

energy hypersurface (Figure 2.3). When the electronic interaction is weak (splitting < kBT), 

the reaction is neither diabatic nor adiabatic. This intermediate type is called non-

adiabatic. In this case, the system tends to retain its original electronic configuration when 

passing across the intersection.  

 In 1950s and 1960s, Rudolph A. Marcus, who received the Nobel Prize in 

Chemistry in 1992, derived a theory for outer-sphere electron transfer.48−51 The classical 

Marcus theory provides a quantitative way to describe a certain type of electron transfer 

reactions; it has been applied to several biological charge transfer systems.52,53 In this 

theory, the rate constant of charge transfer, kCT, from a donor d to an acceptor a for the 

non-adiabatic limit is expressed as54  
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Figure 2.3 Potential energy surfaces of an electron transfer reaction plotted against a 

generalized reaction coordinate of the entire system. Curves R and P denote reactants and 

products, respectively. Dashed lines show the intersection of the surfaces (diabatic case) 

and solid lines indicate the splitting in the adiabatic limit.  

 

2 o 2
CT B

B

2 exp ( ) 4
4 dak V G k T

k T
π  = − ∆ + λ λ πλ

   (2.1) 

where Vda is the electronic coupling matrix element between redox centers and describes 

the degree to which wave functions of donor and acceptor sites overlap. kB is the 

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature, ∆Go is reaction free energy or driving force, and 

λ is the so-called reorganization energy. According to Figure 2.4, the electronic coupling is 

one-half of the splitting at the intersection, the reorganization energy is defined as the 

energy of the reactants at the equilibrium nuclear configuration of the products, and the 

driving force is the energy difference of the energy minima of the two states.  

The activation free energy change ∆G† is related to the parameters ∆Go and λ as  

o 2
† ( )

4
GG ∆ + λ

∆ =
λ

     (2.2) 

∆G† equals λ/4 when donor and acceptor are equivalent, i.e. ∆Go = 0. More details on these 

three factors (Vda, ∆Go and λ) that control the rate of charge transfer will be described in 

subsequent sections.  

 

2.2   Basic charge transfer theory 
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Figure 2.4 Potential energy diagram for an electron transfer reaction in the non-adiabatic 

regime. The definitions of the driving force ∆Go, the activation free energy ∆G† and 

reorganization energy λ are indicated. Also shown is the splitting at the surface intersection 

which is twice the electronic coupling Vda.  

 

 It is an essential feature of Marcus theory that electron transfer takes place only at 

the cross-over point. According to the Frank−Condon principle, electron transfer occurs so 

rapidly that no change in nuclear configuration can occur during the transfer. This requires 

that the transfer is a vertical transition in the diagram. Conservation of energy requires that 

the transition is a horizontal in the diagram. The only place where both conditions are 

fulfilled is the crossing point of the potential energy surfaces. The crossing point 

determines activation barrier ∆G†. 

 

2.2.1 Electronic coupling matrix element 

 

Non-adiabatic charge transfer reactions are characterized by weak electronic interaction 

between reactants and products at the transition-state nuclear configuration. This coupling 

is directly related to the strength of the electronic interaction between donor and acceptor.55 
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A number of methods based on quantum chemical calculations have been proposed and 

applied to obtain estimates of electronic coupling Vda;56−61 for a review, see Ref. 62.  

 Let us consider a system comprising a donor d, with wave function ψd, and an 

acceptor a, with wave function ψa. Within the framework of a two-state model, the 

splitting between the two surfaces can be obtained by solving the 2×2 secular equation56 

0dd da da

da da aa

H E H ES
H ES H E

− −
=

− −
            (2.3) 

Here, da d aH H= Ψ Ψ  and da d aS = Ψ Ψ  are Hamiltonian matrix element and overlap 

matrix, respectively, and H is the total electronic Hamiltonian, excluding nuclear kinetic 

energy and nuclear repulsion terms. There are two roots E+ (higher energy) and E− (lower 

energy)  for the energy eigenvalue E:  

2 2 21
4

2

( 2 ) 2 ( ) ( )
2(1 )

dd aa da da dd aa dd aa da da dd aa da da

da

H H H S H H H H H S H H S H
E

S±

+ − ± − − + + +
=

−
 

Conventionally, one-half of the separation evaluated at the seam of the crossing, where Hdd 

= Haa, is designated as electronic coupling Vda. With the latter simplification one obtains 

1 ( )
2daV E E+ −= −  

2

( ) 2
1

da da dd aa

da

H S H H
S

− +
=

−
           (2.4) 

In the non-adiabatic limit in which the overlap Sda is very small, the electronic coupling is 

estimated to be equal the Hamiltonian matrix element between donor and acceptor states, 

i.e. da daV H . However, for the coupling of with π-stacks of DNA, such a simplification is 

not acceptable.62  

 Alternatively, in case donor and acceptor are equivalent by symmetry, the 

magnitude of the splitting can be easily approximated as one-half of the energy difference 

between the two adiabatic states, 1E  and 2E . This approach is referred to as minimum 

splitting method57  

2 1
1 ( )
2daV E E= −               (2.5) 

2.2   Basic charge transfer theory 
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Invoking Koopmans’ theorem in the Hartree−Fock method, 1E  and 2E  for hole transfer 

can be estimated as the Hartree−Fock orbital energies of HOMO (highest occupied 

molecular orbital) and the subsequently lower-lying orbital HOMO−1, respectively, of the 

system.10,58 For systems where donor and acceptor are not equivalent (or off resonance), 

one has to apply an external perturbation to bring donor and acceptor electronic levels into 

resonance. However, a disadvantage of this method is that, applying an external electric 

field for the large system is very time consuming.62  

 Another straightforward method to compute the electronic coupling is the 

generalized Mulliken−Hush (GMH) formalism developed by Cave and Newton.59,60 These 

authors showed that the coupling can be estimated from the transition dipole moment 

between the states of interests and the diabatic states can be defined by diagonalizing the 

dipole moment matrix. According to the GMH method, the coupling is calculated as   

2 1 12

2 2
1 2 12

( )

( ) 4
da

E E
V

− µ
=

µ − µ + µ
         (2.6) 

where 12µ  is the transition dipole moment between electronic states 1 and 2; 1µ  and 2µ  are 

the dipole moment of the ground and excited states, respectively. Examples of this 

approach for calculating the electronic coupling are provided by the studies of Elliott et 

al.63 and Rust et al.64    

 The fragment charge difference (FCD) procedure to estimate the donor−acceptor 

coupling has been recently introduced by Voityuk and Rösch and used to study the hole 

transfer in DNA.61 In this method, the coupling is expressed as    

2 1 12

2 2
1 2 12

( )

( ) 4
da

E E q
V

q q q

− ∆
=

∆ − ∆ + ∆
            (2.7) 

Here, 1q∆  and 2q∆  are the d−a charge difference in the adiabatic states 1 and 2, 

respectively. 12 12 12( ) ( )q q d q a∆ = − , where 12 ( )q d  and 12 ( )q a  are calculated using the 

transition density 1 2Ψ Ψ . Additionally, they have derived a more straightforward 

formula for estimating the electronic coupling. This procedure is called simplified FCD 

(SFCD) method and expressed as61  
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2
2 1

1 ( ) 1
2daV E E q= − − ∆           (2.8) 

where q∆  is the difference of the charges on donor and acceptor in the ground state. 

Notice, when donor and acceptor are in resonance, i.e. their energies are equal 

( dd aaH H= ), and 1 2q q∆ = ∆  (in Eq. (2.7)) or 0q∆ =  (in Eq. (2.8)), then both FCD and 

SFCD models reduce to the minimum splitting method, Eq. (2.5).  

 An advantage of GMH and FCD expressions is that they can be used in general 

case, where donor and acceptor are in resonance or off-resonance, without applying an 

external electric field. Both methods allow on to go beyond the two-state model. 

Nevertheless, when one takes more states into account, the FCD model is more robust than 

the GMH approach.61 

 

2.2.2 Reorganization energy 

 

The reorganization energy λ is the free energy required to deform or repolarize the nuclear 

modes of donor and acceptor as well as of their environment from the equilibrium 

configuration of a given electronic state, say the reactant state, to the equilibrium 

configuration of the product state whilst the initial electronic state is maintained.65  In other 

words, this is the change in free energy needed to move the reactants to the product 

configuration without actually transferring the electron.66 The reorganization energy 

includes two components (see Figure 2.5). The first term, inner-sphere or intramolecular 

reorganization energy, λi, is caused by changes in geometries of the donor and acceptor. 

The second contribution, outer-sphere or solvent reorganization energy, λs, results from 

reorientation of solvent molecules in response to the charge redistribution in the donor and 

acceptor. For electron transfer reactions in polar solvents, the dominant contribution to λ 

arises from the solvent. Experimentally, λi can be obtained from resonance Raman 

spectroscopy.67,68 In turn, λs can be obtained from measurements of electron transfer rates 

as a function of free energy.45,69 Theoretically, the term λs is treated classically48,54 (older 

methods rely on a continuum model; modern approaches are based on MD results), 

whereas the term λi can be calculated with a quantum chemical approach.70,71    
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Figure 2.5 Changes in the inner-sphere are indicated by different sizes of the donor d and 

acceptor a. Changes in the outer-sphere are indicated by reorientation of the solvent 

molecules (arrows around d and a).  

 

 In the simple two-sphere model introduced by Marcus for estimating λs, the donor d 

and acceptor a are treated as conducting spheres of radii rd and ra, separated by the 

distance Rda. λs is given as72  

2

s op st

1 1 2 1 1
2 d a da

q
r r R

 ∆  λ = + − −  ε ε  
      (2.9) 

where ∆q is the charge transferred from d to a, εop and εst are optical and static dielectric 

constants of solvent, respectively.  

 λs can be calculated as a difference of solvation energies, Esolv:73,74 

op st
s solv solv( , ) ( , )E Eλ = ∆ρ ε − ∆ρ ε             (2.10) 

where ∆ρ  is the electron density change of the solute upon ET. The electrostatic 

continuum model has been very successful in estimating the solvation energy.75 This 

method is based on the finite difference solution of the Poisson−Boltzmann equation 

(FDPB)75,76 for the electrostatic potential in the medium divided into regions with different 

dielectric constants. The boundary of each region is defined by the solvent accessible 

surface,77 which is generated by rolling a sphere of water molecule (typically with a radius 

of 1.4 Å) along the van der Waals surface of such region. In the FDPB method, the 

dielectric regions are mapped onto a cubic lattice. Values are assigned at each point for the 

charge density, dielectric constant, and ionic strength parameters in the 

Poisson−Boltzmann equation. The electrostatic potential at grid points is computed to 

estimate the solvation energy.  
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Figure 2.6 Schematic drawing of driving force dependence of charge transfer rate. 

Figure adapted from Gray, H. B.; Winkler, J. R. Ann. Rev. Biochem. 1996, 65, 537. 

 

2.2.3 Driving force 

 

According to the Marcus formula, Eq. (2.1), the last parameter controlling the rate of 

charge transfer is the driving force ∆Go. As shown in Figure 2.4, the driving force can be 

estimated by using redox potentials:6 

o
ox redG E E∆ = −             (2.11) 

Here, Eox is the oxidation potential of the ground-state donor and Ered is the reduction 

potential of the ground-state acceptor. According to Eq. (2.1), values of kCT can be found 

experimentally by measuring the rate constant for the reaction under different conditions, 

giving different values for ∆Go.53,78 A characteristic plot of kCT against ∆Go is bell-shaped 

and two free energy regimes can be distinguished, depending on the relative magnitudes of 

∆Go and λ. This dependence of kCT on ∆Go at constant λ is illustrated in Figure 2.6.   

 In the “normal” regime where −∆Go < λ, the rate constant increases as the driving 

force for the charge transfer becomes more favorable. For −∆Go = λ, the product parabola 
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intersects the reactant parabola at the minimum, the activation free energy is zero, and the 

reaction proceeds without activation barrier. If the driving force increases even further, 

−∆Go > λ, then the rate constant will decrease with increasing driving force. This situation 

is referred to as “inverted” regime.    

 

2.3 Charge transfer mechanisms  
 

As described in Chapter 1, insight into the mechanism of CT in DNA is important for 

understanding the mechanisms of DNA damage and repair, and for electronic applications. 

In general, there are two possibilities for CT in DNA,  

(i) DNA is oxidized, an electron is subtracted from the DNA, and a radical cation 

is generated in the DNA strand. 

(ii) DNA is reduced, an excess electron is injected into the DNA, and a radical 

anion is generated in the DNA strand. 

In the following we will focus on the migration of the holes in donor-bridge-acceptor 

systems, where the hole can be generated by radiation or oxidizing agents,20,21 as well as 

by hole injection.79  

 

2.3.1 Unistep superexchange and multistep hopping mechanisms 

 

On the basis of a theoretical analysis,80 two distinct mechanisms are considered for hole 

transfer and transport in DNA. The first is a unistep superexchange mechanism. This hole 

transfer process is described as a “coherent tunneling process” because the hole can 

transfer from donor to acceptor without stopping in mid-journey. In other words, no 

observable radicals of nucleobases in the bridge between the donor and acceptor exist; only 

donor and acceptor radicals can be observed. The second mechanism is referred to as 

multistep hopping. In this incoherent process, charge can localize on bases of the bridge, 

and the corresponding radical cations can be observed as intermediates.  

 The CT mechanism can be characterized by an exponential decay of the CT rate 

(kCT) with the distance Rda between donor and acceptor:54,79,81  

0 exp( )CT dak k R= −β       (2.12) 
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where 0k  is a pre-exponential factor and β is the falloff parameter. Note that the smaller 

the value of β, the weaker the distance dependence of the CT rate. β values determined for 

CT reactions in DNA can be found in a wide range from less than 0.1 Å−1 to 1.5 Å−1.30,82 

For single-step tunneling processes, the characteristic values of β are larger than 0.6 Å−1; 

this is considered as strong distance dependence. In contrast, the hopping mechanism, 

characterized by β < 0.1 Å−1, exhibits a weak distance dependence of the rate.83 

Additionally, the CT mechanism is also determined by the relative energies of the charge 

donor and the bridge. This energetic control is based on the distinction between off-

resonance and resonance donor-bridge coupling.80 Superexchange occurs for off-resonance 

coupling between the lowest electronic state of the hole donor d+ and the vibronic manifold 

of the bridge, i.e. δE > 0, see Figure 2.7a. The hole hopping mechanism, however, occurs 

when the lowest vibronic state of the electronic origin of d+ is in resonance with a highly 

degenerate bridge vibronic manifold, i.e. δE < 0 (Figure 2.7b). Resonant coupling results in 

the injection of a hole into the appropriate base (B1) of the DNA bridge; hole hopping to 

the next base (B2) etc. will follow until an acceptor is reached which traps the hole.  

It is useful to differentiate between charge transfer and charge transport in DNA. A 

transfer process involves a single-step tunneling, whereas a multistep hopping reaction can 

be associated with a transport process.79  

 

2.3.2 G-hopping and A-hopping 

 

In the multistep hopping mechanism, the hole can migrate from a donor (e.g. G•+) to an 

acceptor (e.g. GGG unit) by hopping on nucleobases of the bridge. For a bridge consisting 

of A·T and G·C pairs (e.g. the system G•+TTGTTGTTGGG), the intermediate G bases are 

oxidized and behave like relay stations for charge transport, called “G-hopping”. To 

investigate whether and how charge migrates from G•+ to a cluster GGG, Giese and co-

workers5,79 have developed an assay by selective charge injection into a G unit. The charge 

transport to GGG has been monitored by competing trapping of the hole by a reaction with 

surrounding water molecules; thereby, the oxidation of a guanine is detected by the 

trapping reaction of the radical cations G•+ and G•+GG with water, which results in 

different fragmentation patterns PG and PGGG, respectively, of the DNA duplex. Then the 
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Figure 2.7 Vibronic level scheme for two distinct charge migration mechanisms in 

DNA, (a) unistep charge transfer via superexchange and (b) multistep change transfer via 

hopping. Figure adapted from Jortner, J.; Bixon, M.; Langenbacher, T.; Michel-Beyerle, 

M. E. Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 1998, 95, 12759. 

 

efficiency of charge transfer is measured by the PGGG/PG ratio.84 It was found that in DNA 

strands where G units are located between a G•+ donor and a GGG acceptor sequence, 

long-distance charge transport occurs by a multistep hopping mechanism. Its efficiency 

depends on the number and the lengths of the hopping steps as well as on the rate of the 

trapping reaction by water. In addition, the slowest (or the longest) of the hopping steps 

determines the efficiency of the multistep charge transport process.5,79 It was found that the 

maximum distance for hole hopping in a duplex with guanine bases separated by single 

A·T pairs is about 300 Å.83  
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 Furthermore, Giese and co-workers measured the efficiency of charge transfer from 

G•+ to GGG unit, separated by (A·T)n bridges of various lengths, i.e. n = 1−16, in double 

strands G•+(T)nGGG.84 The results showed that in short (A·T)n bridges (n = 1−3) the 

efficiency of the transfer decreased by about a factor of 10 per each intervening A·T base 

pair. This yields a strong distance dependence of single-step tunneling process with β = 

0.6 Å−1, which is in very good agreement with experiments of Meggers et al.32 In longer 

sequences (n ≥ 4), the distance dependence nearly disappears. This behavior (switching 

from coherent superexchange charge transfer at short distances to a different process at 

longer distances) has been predicted by theory,85−88 and can be interpreted with thermally 

induced hopping of charges between adenine bases (A-hopping). The thermodynamically 

favored tunneling between G•+ and G is so slow at long (A·T)n bridges that an endothermic 

oxidation of the adjacent A occurs, which has the second lowest ionization potential of the 

four nucleobases. Once A is oxidized to the adenine radical cation A•+ in a thermally 

activated reaction step, the positive charge can migrate very quickly between the 

neighboring adenines. Thus, the rate determining step is the oxidation of A by G•+, and the 

number of A·T base pairs influences only slightly the overall rate of the hole transport.79  
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Chapter 3 
 

Molecular Dynamics Simulations of Nucleic Acids  

 
3.1 Methodological aspects of molecular dynamics simulations  
 

Computational methods are playing an increasingly more important role in the 

investigation of molecular structures and the dynamic behavior of molecular systems. 

Quantum mechanical methods deal with the electronic structure of molecules, and such 

computational results can reach the accuracy of experimental data. These calculations are, 

however, time-consuming and only small molecular systems can be treated in a regular 

fashion. On the other hand, for biological macromolecules such as nucleic acids and 

proteins, molecular mechanical or force field methods are used to treat the systems as a 

function of the nuclear positions only, bypassing the use of wave functions or the total 

electron density. In this section we will discuss general concepts of the force field 

approach, followed by molecular dynamics simulations, which employ the force field 

method to determine molecular structures and properties. Then some techniques used for 

simulations, e.g. periodic boundary conditions, are described. Finally, we will describe 

molecular dynamics simulations of DNA.  

 

3.1.1 Force field 

 

At the root of so-called molecular mechanics is a force field which describes the potential 

energy surface of the system under study. It consists of various contributions, such as 

bonded or valence terms (bond stretching, angle bending and torsion) and non-bonded 
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terms (mainly represented by van der Waals and Coulomb forces). Each of these terms 

contains empirical parameters. These parameters are optimized to obtain the best fit of 

experimental values such as geometries, energies and spectroscopic properties. If some 

parameters are not experimentally available, quantum chemical calculation of 

representative fragments can be used to obtain the desired values. Furthermore, the 

parameters are fitted to specific groups or types of molecular systems and therefore the 

force fields are generally designed to treat specific classes of molecules. For instance, 

AMBER,89 CHARMM90 and GROMOS91 force fields are designed to treat proteins and 

nucleic acids, while the MMX92 force field has been designed for treating organic 

compounds.  

 

Non-bonded interactions
(electrostatic)

Non-bonded interactions
(van der Waals)

Bond stretching Angle bending Bond rotation
(torsion)

δ−

δ+

δ+

 

Figure 3.1 Schematic representation of the four contributions to a force field: bond 

stretching, angle bending, torsion and non-bonded interactions. Figure adapted from Leach, 

A. R. Molecular modelling: Principles and applications, Longman, 1996.  

 

 The potential energy surface V(R) of a molecular systems is a function of the 

atomic positions, R, of all atoms in the system under study. A molecular mechanics force 

field consists of four components, as mentioned above (Figure 3.1):  

bond angle torsion non-bonded( )V E E E E= + + +R         (3.1) 
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The first term in Eq. (3.1) represents the energy between pairs of bonded atoms. 

The individual terms are often assumed as harmonic potentials according to Hooke’s law:  

( )2
bond 0

bonds 2
bkE l l= −∑        (3.2) 

The force constants kb are specific for each pair of bound atoms. The energy increases 

when the bond is compressed or stretched, i.e. when the bond length l deviates from the 

reference value l0. The second term in the equation above is associated with the deviation 

of a bond angle θ  from the corresponding reference value 0θ . This energy is also 

represented by a harmonic potential 

( )2
angle 0

angles 2
kE θ= θ − θ∑         (3.3) 

The contribution of each angle is characterized by the force constant kθ  and the reference 

value 0θ . The torsion angle potential, the third term in Eq. (3.1), models steric barriers 

between atoms separated by three covalent bonds. The motion associated with this term is 

a rotation around the middle bond (between atoms 2 and 3). This torsion potential is 

assumed to be periodic and can be expressed as a cosine series expansion 

( )torsion
torsions

1 cos( )
2
nVE n= + ω − γ∑                (3.4) 

The barrier nV  controls the amplitude of this periodic function, n is the multiplicity 

describing the number of minima on the potential energy surface, ω  is the torsion angle, 

and the so-called phase factor γ  is the value when the torsional angle passes the minimum. 

The last term in Eq. (3.1) represents non-bonded interactions. The non-bonded term 

usually contains two potentials describing van der Waals and Coulomb interactions 

non-bonded 12 6

Coulombvan der Waals

ij ij i j

i j i i j iij ij ij

A B q q
E

r r r> >

 
= − +   ε 

∑∑ ∑∑          (3.5) 

The van der Waals interaction between two atoms i and j separated by distance rij arises 

from a balance between attractive dispersion and repulsive forces and is often described by 

a Lennard-Jones potential (the first term in Eq. (3.5)). Aij and Bij are parameters depending 

on a pair of atoms i and j. The Coulomb potential represents the electrostatic interaction 

3.1   Methodological aspects of molecular dynamics simulations 
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within a pair of atoms; qi and qj are charges on atoms i and j, respectively, and ε  is the 

dielectric constant of the medium. 

 Sometimes force fields include additional terms for specific interactions, such as 

hydrogen bonding or dipole-dipole interaction. Furthermore, the Morse potential for bonds 

stretching, Taylor expansions with higher terms and cross-terms between potentials can be 

used to improve the agreement of calculated experimental data. More details can be found 

in text books  on molecular modeling, e.g. Ref. 93.  

 

3.1.2 Basic theory of molecular dynamics 

 

Molecular dynamics (MD) is a computer simulation technique which provides information 

on the time-dependent behavior of a molecular system.93−95 The molecular dynamics 

method was first introduced by Alder and Wainwright96 in 1957 using a hard sphere 

model. Many important insights concerning the behavior of simple liquids emerged from 

their study. The first biomolecular simulation was carried out in 1977 by McCammon et 

al.97 Today one routinely finds in the literature hundreds papers on molecular dynamics 

simulations of proteins and nucleic acids; e.g., see the review by Cheatham and Kollman98 

and references therein. In the following section, basic aspects of a MD simulation will be 

described.  

 In a molecular dynamics simulation, one describes the motion of the nuclei of a 

system by classical mechanics. Following Newton’s second law, the equation of motion for 

each atom i is 

2

2
i

i i i i
dm m
dt

= =
rF a                  (3.6) 

where Fi is the force acting on atom i, mi is its mass and ai is its acceleration (the second 

derivative of the location vector ri with respect to time t). The force acting on atom i can be 

computed directly from the negative derivative of the potential energy surface, Eq. (3.1), 

with respect to the coordinate ri: 

( )
i

i

dV
d

= −
RF

r
             (3.7) 
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The acceleration ai is thus expressed as  

1 ( )
i

i i

dV
m d

= −
Ra

r
              (3.8) 

Integration of these equations of motion results in a trajectory that describes the positions 

and velocities of the atoms as they vary with time. Due to the complicated nature of the 

potential energy function of a many-atom system, there is no analytical solution to the 

equations of motion. They must be solved numerically using a finite difference method. 

The equations are solved step-by-step at discrete time intervals δt, the so-called time steps. 

The accelerations of the atoms are computed from the force, Eq. (3.8), which is assumed to 

be constant during a time step. The accelerations are then combined with the positions and 

velocities at time t to calculate new positions and velocities at time t t+ δ . The determined 

forces on the atoms are used in turn to estimate new positions and velocities at time 

2t t+ δ . This procedure is repeated for each step of the simulation, yielding the MD 

trajectory. There are various numerical algorithms developed for integrating the equations 

of motion. Below we describe several algorithms which are widely used in molecular 

dynamics simulations.    

 

3.1.3 Integration algorithms  

 

All integration algorithms assume that the positions, velocities and accelerations can be 

approximated as Taylor series expansions  

2 3 41 1 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 6 24

t t t t t t t t t t t+ δ = + δ + δ + δ + δ +r r v a b c             (3.9) 

2 31 1( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2 6

t t t t t t t t t+ δ = + δ + δ + δ +v v a b c             (3.10) 

21( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

t t t t t t t+ δ = + δ + δ +a a b c              (3.11) 

( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t+ δ = + δ +b b c                (3.12) 

where v is the velocity (the first derivative of the position r with respect to time), a is the 

acceleration (the second derivative), b is the third derivative, and so on.  
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Verlet algorithm  

The Verlet method99 is a direct solution of the second order differential equations. To 

calculate the new positions at time t t+ δ , i.e. ( )t t+ δr , the Verlet algorithm uses the 

positions at time t, ( )tr , the accelerations at time t, ( )ta , and the positions of the previous 

step, ( )t t− δr . The relationships between these quantities and the velocities can be written 

down as Taylor series expansion 

21( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

t t t t t t t+ δ = + δ + δ +r r v a       (3.13) 

21( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

t t t t t t t− δ = − δ + δ −r r v a       (3.14) 

From these two equations on derives 

2( ) 2 ( ) ( ) ( )t t t t t t t+ δ = − − δ + δr r r a     (3.15) 

One can see from the last equation that the Verlet method uses no explicit velocities. The 

velocities, used to estimate the kinetic energy, can be calculated by the difference in 

positions at times t t− δ  and t t+ δ  divided by the time difference, 

( ) [ ( ) ( )] 2t t t t t t= + δ − − δ δv r r             (3.16) 

The advantage of the Verlet algorithm is that it is straightforward and the storage 

requirements are modest. However, this method is of moderate precision.  

 

Leap-frog algorithm 

In the leap-frog algorithm,100 the velocities at time 1 2t t+ δ  (namely half-step velocity) 

are first calculated from the velocities at time 1 2t t− δ  and the accelerations at time t, 

1 1 ( )
2 2

t t t t t t   + δ = − δ + δ   
   

v v a              (3.17) 

Then the positions at time t t+ δ  are calculated from these velocities together with the 

positions at time t  

1( ) ( )
2

t t t t t t + δ = + + δ δ 
 

r r v            (3.18) 
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In this way, the velocities leap over the positions to give their values at 1 2t t+ δ , then the 

positions leap over the velocities to give their values at t t+ δ . The advantage of the leap-

frog method is that the velocities are explicitly calculated. The velocities at time t can be 

expressed as 

1 1 1( )
2 2 2

t t t t t    = + δ + − δ        
v v v     (3.19) 

The disadvantage, however, is that the positions and velocities are not synchronized, and, 

therefore, it is not possible to calculate the kinetic energy at the same time as the positions 

are defined.  

 

Velocity Verlet algorithm  

The handling of the kinetic energy is not ideal in either of the above algorithms. The 

velocity Verlet algorithm101 gives positions, velocities and accelerations at the same time 

and does not compromise precision. These quantities can be computed in the following 

way:   

21( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

t t t t t t t+ δ = + δ + δr r v a               (3.20) 

[ ]1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
2

t t t t t t t+ δ = + + + δ δv v a a              (3.21) 

 

3.1.4 Time step and SHAKE algorithm 

 

As mentioned previously, in a molecular dynamics simulation, the equations of motion are 

solved at each time step. Choosing an appropriate time step tδ  is essential for a successful 

simulation. A time step that is too small will make it necessary to run more iterations, and 

thus the simulation takes longer to run. In contrast, too large a time step will cause 

instabilities in the simulation due to fact that atoms move too far. Generally, the time step 

should be one order of magnitude less than the time scale of the shortest motion (e.g. bond 

vibrations, especially bonds involving hydrogen atoms have much higher vibrational 

frequencies). Nevertheless, high frequency motions are usually of less interest than lower 

frequency motions which correspond to major conformational changes. A typical time step 
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for all-atom force fields of biological molecules is 1 femtosecond (fs) or even less. It is 

possible to enlarge the time step, through constraining bonds and angles (involving 

hydrogen atoms, for example) to specific values. The most commonly used method for 

applying constraints is the SHAKE algorithm.102 A time step of 1−2 fs is commonly used 

with SHAKE on the hydrogen atoms.  

In the SHAKE method, Nc constraints are formulated as93,103  

2 2( ) 0, 1, ,k i ij ij cr d k Nσ = − = = …r      (3.22) 

where kσ  is the deviation of bond distance for constraint k, ri is the position vector of atom 

i, rij is the distance between atoms i and j involved in constraint k, and dij is the reference 

bond length. Using Lagrange multipliers lk(t), the constraints are added to the potential 

energy function V(R), to yield the equations of motion as103 

2

2
1

( ) ( ) ( )
cN

i
i k k i

ki

dm V l t
dt d =

 ∂
= − + σ 

 
∑r R r

r
      (3.23) 

Recall that the equations of motion without constraints are given by Eqs. (3.6) and (3.7). 

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq. (3.23) represents the unconstrained force acting 

on atom i, whereas the second term represents the overall constrain force that affect atom i. 

By solving the equations of motion in Eq. (3.23), see Section 3.1.3, the new coordinates 

( )t t+ δr  should satisfy the constraint equations, Eq. (3.22), and thus lead to a system of Nc 

quadratic equations for the undetermined multipliers that must be solved simultaneously. 

Two approximations are then made: (i) the system of equations is linearized by neglecting 

any quadratic term in the multipliers, and (ii) the multipliers are determined independently 

in sequence by omitting the coupling between distance constraints involving a common 

atom. As a consequence of these approximations, the procedure must be performed 

iteratively until all constraints are satisfied within a specific tolerance, e.g. 10–5 Å2. In other 

words, simultaneously solving the equations of motions, Eq. (3.23), gives the new 

positions of all atoms in the system, in which the new positions keep the bond at the 

required distances dij, satisfying Eq. (3.22).   
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3.1.5 Periodic boundary conditions  

 

The idea of a computer simulation is to enhance the ability of small systems to represent 

properties of large systems. An infinite system is usually simulated by using of periodic 

boundary conditions, which are required to keep the constant density. This condition leads 

to an infinite array of identical boxes in three dimensions. The original box is surrounded 

by an infinite number of image boxes which have the same number of molecules and the 

same configuration, as illustrated in a two-dimensional picture in Figure 3.2.  

In a simulation, as a molecule moves in the original box, its periodic image in each 

of the neighboring boxes moves in exactly the synchronous way. Thus, as a molecule 

leaves the central box, one of its images will enter through the opposite face. As shown in 

Figure 3.2, the duplicate boxes are labeled A, B, C and so on. When particle 1 moves 

through a boundary, its images, 1A, 1B, 1C and so on (where the subscript specifies in 

which box the image lies) move across the corresponding boundaries. Consequently, the 

number density in the central box (and hence in the entire system) is conserved. 
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Figure 3.2 A two-dimensional periodic array. 
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3.1.6 Treatment of long-range electrostatic interactions  

 

The most time consuming part of any molecular dynamics simulation is the calculation of 

the electrostatic interactions. These interactions fall off as 1 r , where r is the separation 

between charges, and have consequently to be considered as long-range. A great number of 

approximations have been developed to make this problem tractable with available 

computational means. In the following, these methods will be briefly described, focusing 

on their advantages and drawbacks.  

Truncation methods were developed to limit the computational effort for evaluating 

the long-range forces. These methods neglect electrostatic interactions between two atoms 

beyond a certain distance called the “truncation” or “ cutoff” distance, roff.104−106 The 

interactions can be truncated suddenly at the cutoff distance, namely straight truncation 

method, i.e. the electrostatic interactions are zero at r > roff. Alternatively, the interactions 

are smoothed by applying some smoothing schemes, either shift or switch scheme. Both 

schemes were developed by Brooks et al.107 The shifting function increases the magnitude 

of the interactions before it is smoothed to zero and thus the short-range interactions are 

disturbed. Such distortion and overestimation of short-range interactions are a drawback of 

the shifting function scheme. For other smoothing scheme, the switching function switches 

off the electrostatic interactions in the range on offr r r≤ ≤ . With a proper value of onr , the 

short-range interactions are not distorted, giving continuous forces or a continuous 

potential energy. Although the truncation methods can significantly reduce the amount of 

computational time for evaluating the electrostatic interactions, these methods are 

inaccurate because of the finite cutoff distance which severely restricts the infinite 

character of the system. This may result an unstable geometry for a long simulation.  

 Ewald summation method which was first devised by Ewald108 has been widely 

used to handle the problem of the long-range interactions. It allows one to calculate all 

electrostatic interactions in an infinity array of periodic boundary condition. In this 

method, the electrostatic potential is expressed in two terms. The first is a short-range term 

which is summed in real space, or direct space, up to a cutoff distance and the second is 

long-range term that is calculated in reciprocal space (taking advantage of the periodicity). 

The Ewald trick makes both sums converge with a Gaussian fall-off. The high accuracy of 

the Ewald summation method comes with a large computational expense that scales in 
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order of N3/2 where N is a number of atoms in the system. The particle mesh Ewald (PME) 

method based on interpolation of the reciprocal space Ewald sums has been developed by 

Darden et al.109 The main difference from the standard Ewald method is in treatment of the 

reciprocal space summation. A fast Fourier transformation is used to evaluate the 

convolutions of the interaction energy and force. The efficiency of these procedures greatly 

reduces the cost of the reciprocal space sum. The amount of time for PME method is in 

order of log( )N N⋅ .  

In molecular dynamics simulations of biomolecules, an accurate treatment of the 

long-range interactions is crucial for achieving stable nanosecond trajectory. The 

importance of such a treatment and also a comparison of the methods will be described 

below.  

 

3.2 Status of MD simulations of DNA: An overview of methodology 

and previous results 
 

MD simulations providing information on the time-dependent behavior of a complex 

molecular system are a powerful computational approach to studying structure and motions 

of macromolecules. A realistic goal of a simulation is to obtain the molecular structure and 

properties in agreement with the corresponding experimentally observed quantities. 

Nowadays, advances in computer technology, methodology and empirical force fields have 

led to significantly improvements in MD simulations of nucleic acids in terms of both 

system size and length of the simulation. MD simulations of DNA with explicit water 

molecules and counterions using method such as particle mesh Ewald for handling the 

long-range electrostatic interactions109 and empirical force fields, such as AMBER,89 

CHARMM90 and GROMOS,91 yield stable trajectories in nanosecond-length MD 

simulations and have had excellent success in predicting nucleic acid structures and 

interactions that agree with experimental results.98,106,110−113 However, run lengths of even 

nanoseconds are still not long enough to access many nucleic acid phenomena of interest 

and thus MD modeling is a work in progress.114 In the following, we will summarize the 

results of MD simulation on DNA conformations, as affected by the empirical force fields, 

simulation protocols, and system preparations used.  
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3.2.1 Force field dependence of DNA conformation 

 

An accurate description of the interatomic forces at play in chemical systems is necessary 

for a correct description of their dynamical behaviour.98,114,115 Refined versions of common 

force fields used for MD simulations of nucleic acids, such as AMBER,89 CHARMM90 and 

GROMOS,91 are regularly included in associated MD packages. MD simulations 

conducted independently by several groups using different methodologies and parameter 

sets have shown that a given force field may favour one DNA form over another. These 

studies therefore raised the issue of a possible “force field dependent” polymorphism. 

Cheatham and Kollman110 performed four simulations of one nanosecond of the duplex 

d(CCAACGTTGG) (≡ double helix 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′ ) surrounded by 18 Na+ ions, 

with the AMBER force field. Two simulations were started from canonical A-DNA and 

canonical B-DNA structures. As judged from root mean square deviation (RMSD) criteria, 

the authors reported an A-to-B transition for the simulations starting from the A-form; the 

simulations starting from the B-DNA structures remained close to the B geometry. This 

study suggested that simulations starting from different DNA forms converged toward an 

identical average structure, in reasonable agreement with available data from NMR 

spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography.110 At the same time, however, Yang and Pettitt116 

performed a 3.5 ns simulation starting from the B-form crystallographic structure of duplex 

d(CGCGAATTCGCG) dodecamer in a 0.45 M NaCl aqueous solution, using the 

CHARMM23 parameter set. They observed the reverse B-to-A transition. Some 

explanations were suggested for the different behaviors noted by these groups.110,116 The 

observed transitions may be force field driven, but could also result from the different salt 

conditions used in these simulations, or from a combination of both factors.  

In order to address these points, MD simulations on DNA molecules in various 

environments were conducted. Young et al.117 as well as Duan et al.,44 produced 

nanosecond simulations of the B-form d(CGCGAATTCGCG) duplex surrounded by 22 

Na+ counterions. These simulations, which used the AMBER force field, showed a 

stabilization of the B-form structures. An extension of the 1.5 ns MD trajectories produced 

by Young et al.117 to 5 ns led to a remarkably stable model of B-form DNA.111 For the 

same DNA sequence and under the same ionic conditions, Cieplak et al.118 observed a 

convergence of the canonical A- and B-DNA forms toward the structure determined by X-

ray experiments. They also noted that the A-to-B transitions simulated with AMBER 
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parameters are probably not sequence dependent since similar results were obtained for the 

d(CCAACGTTGG) duplex.110  

A careful comparison of two 4 ns simulations using the AMBER and the 

CHARMM force fields, and starting from the same initial A-like model-built structure of 

the duplex d(CCCCCTTTTT) in an approximately 0.5 M NaCl aqueous solution, was 

performed by Feig and Pettitt.119 MD average structures generated with the CHARMM 

force field displayed an A-form base geometry, whereas the AMBER results showed an 

intermediate between A and B. The backbone assumes a B-form on both strands with the 

AMBER force field, whereas the CHARMM23 MD results produce heterogeneous 

structures with the purine strand in A form and the pyridine strand in dynamical 

equilibrium between A-form and B-form conformations. The results failed to reproduce an 

overall B conformation in the A·T region, particularly with CHARMM23; experimentally, 

A·T base pairs have a preference for a B form structure, whereas C·G pairs have a 

preference for an A form.120 A full description of the new CHARMM27 force field has just 

appeared.121 Applications of CHARMM27 have been reported for DNA, including details 

of the dynamical properties of A- and B-DNA sequences under a variety of conditions.122 

The results show the new force field to provide an improved account of the distributions of 

conformational properties which yields satisfactory agreement with a variety of 

experimental observables.  

 The GROMOS simulation program was recently discussed by van Gunsteren and 

colleagues91 and several recent papers reported results for MD simulations on DNA using 

the GROMOS force field. Tapia et al.123 applied GROMOS to a DNA decamer that 

remained stable in the B-form, but required a modification of certain Lennard-Jones terms 

to make the aliphatic carbons more hydrophobic and to constrain the counterions around 

the protein–DNA complex to keep them from collapsing on the DNA. A fuller discussion 

of the parameterization of the Lennard-Jones parameters for aliphatic united-atom carbons 

has been provided.124 At this point, the GROMOS force field has not received as extensive 

critical validation for studies on nucleic acid systems as AMBER and CHARMM, but 

work in this direction is in progress. Moreover, it is not possible to establish a 

classification of the different force fields available. Additionally, it is both useful and 

insightful to develop simultaneously several force fields because this allows comparisons 

between theoretical and experimental results from different perspectives. It should be noted 
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that the choice of a force field is often conditioned by the use of the associated MD 

package.  

 

3.2.2 Long-range electrostatic interaction treatment 

 

The selection of an accurate force field is not the only factor determining the quality of 

MD simulations. As will be shown below, the use of an accurate method for calculating the 

long-range electrostatic interactions is equally decisive because long-range interactions are 

known to play an important role in highly charge biomolecules like DNA.125 In particular, 

an accurate treatment of the long-range interactions is crucial for achieving stable 

trajectories for several nanoseconds.106,125,126 

 As mentioned above, truncation methods affect the stability of long-time 

simulations and their effect has recently been evaluated for MD simulations of DNA in 

aqueous solution.106,125 Application of switching functions, which bring the potential 

energy to zero in the interval from 7.5 Å to 8.5 Å and thereafter in a simulation of the 

duplex d(CGCGAATTCGCG) showed that the distribution of interphosphorus distances 

exhibited a peak close to the 8.5 Å boundary which corresponds to a stretch of the DNA 

backbone.106 At this distance, the interaction energies between adjacent phosphate groups 

is close to zero. A comparison with the experimental inter-phosphorus distance 

distribution, calculated from a set of 61 B-DNA structures extracted from the nucleic acid 

data base,127 clearly demonstrates that this peak is an artifact. Although the selection of 

larger cut-off distances should attenuate the truncation problems. However, as shown in 

ion−ion radial distribution functions calculated from an MD simulation of a 1.0 M aqueous 

NaCl solution MD using a 16 Å truncation distance128 (which is larger about 2 times than 

the previous study106), large artifact peaks appear clearly at the cut-off boundary. 

Moreover, this truncation technique resulted in a rapid drift in RMSD, with respect to the 

starting structure of DNA. A comparative study using the particle mesh Ewald (PME) 

method109 showed, nevertheless, a very high dynamical stability. Further, the above 

described artifacts have not been detected in simulations using Ewald summation 

techniques.129 

 Alternatively, force-shifting functions, which scale the force (instead of potential 

energy) to zero at a specific distance, have been applied for MD simulations of DNA 
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hexamer in aqueous solution with a 12 Å cutoff.125 This method produces stable 

nanosecond MD simulations of a DNA molecule very similar with the simulations 

performed by PME method. Thus, the force-shifting approach can be also employed. 

However, the PME method is recommended to be used for long-range electrostatic 

interactions125 and, recently, it has become very popular in MD simulation studies.130  

 

3.2.3 Continuum and explicit solvent models 

 

In addition to the improvement of force fields, one of the main computational challenges 

remains the simulation of large systems over long times. One approach to this goal is the 

replacement of explicit solvent with hybrid explicit/implicit131,132 or entirely implicit 

solvent model.133,134 In the explicit solvent model, the condensed phase environment is 

treated as a cluster containing a large number of solvent molecules, whereas in the implicit 

model the effect of the solvent is introduced indirectly via a distance (r)-dependent 

dielectric screening constant (ε), e.g. ε = r.135 Alternatively, the semi-explicit solvent 

model involves inclusion of only the first hydration layer of explicit water molecules 

whose motion is governed by standard MD forces, and a distance-dependent dielectric 

function.131,132  

The most reliable implicit method is Poisson−Boltzmann (PB) method. This 

approach has proved to be capable of reliably predicting both solvation energies and 

solvent-dependent conformational changes, but this computation is very expensive, and 

therefore there has been limited use of PB method in MD simulation.136 More recent 

efforts have focused on generalized Born (GB) model which is much faster and can be 

formulated to include both salt and cavity contributions.133,137 Such method can be 

parametrized to yield reasonable solvation energies137,138 and pKa shifts,137,139 and it has 

already been used for MD simulations on nucleic acids.140−142 Srinivasan and co-workers141 

examined the stability of A- and B-forms of DNA, RNA and phosphoramidate DNA 

helices using both PB and GB methods. Further studies of the conformational stability 

comparing the sequence-dependent preferences of dA10·dT10 and dG10·dC10 show that the 

G·C base pairs have a greater preference for A-form DNA than A·T base pairs, as is seen in 

the van der Waals interaction energies.143 Tsui and Case140 showed that the GB model 

results in good agreement with simulations using explicit water solvent in term of both 
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structure and energetics of DNA decamer. Srinivasan et al.144 provided a detailed 

comparison of the difference between PB and GB simulations of four nucleic acid 

structures. They showed that the GB approach does an excellent job of reproducing the PB 

solvation energies of the system at zero ionic strength. At low salt concentrations (0.1 M), 

however, they noted a large differences of the solvation energy between PB and GB 

models. Hence, for many purposes, the GB method offers an alternative to the more 

expensive PB method and explicit water simulations for studies of nucleic acid energies 

and structure.140,144   

 

3.2.4 DNA conformational stability and transitions 

 

DNA structures can adopt a variety of canonical forms; they are strongly influenced by 

solvent and ionic environment as well as the DNA base sequence.46,98,114,145 Early 

crystallographic evidence from DNA fibers demonstrated a preference for the A-form of 

DNA in mixed organic-water solutions and the B-form in pure water.146 The role of the 

base pair composition is better understood because, as mentioned already, C·G base pairs 

generally tend less toward B-like conformations than A·T base pairs.120 Solvent conditions 

which lower the activity of water by co-solvents or salt tend to cause a sequence-dependent 

B-to-A transition.147    

Cheatham and Kollman110 carried out two simulations of A and B forms of 

d(CCAACGTTGG) duplexes in pure water with 18 Na+ ions. Their MD results showed 

that the starting B-DNA canonical is stabilized throughout the course of simulation, 

whereas the starting A-form is spontaneous A to B transitions seen in 500 ps. In contrast, 

B-DNA to A-DNA transitions have been observed in solutions with counterions Li+ and 

Mg2+.148 B to A transitions have also been reported in mixed ethanol-water solutions in the 

presence of Na+, K+, and Cs+.149−151  

As already discussed, a force field bias may cause a conformational transition of 

DNA. To overcome some of these force field deficiencies, Langley152 modified a set of 

CHARMM-type parameters coupled with AMBER charges, known as the Bristol-Myers-

Squibb (BMS) force field, for nucleic acids. Using the BMS force field, a stable B-form is 

reproduced at low salt concentrations. B-to-A DNA transitions were observed for the 

duplex d(GGGCCC) in 75% ethanol/water, whereas an A-to-B DNA transition was 
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obtained for the duplex d(AAATTT) in a 75% ethanol/water mixed solvent. These results 

confirm the effect of the base sequence on a conformational transition of DNA.120  

 

3.2.5 Water and ion distributions  

 

Water molecules and counterions are known to be essential structural elements of nucleic 

acid systems.98,114,115,153 A large array of experimental results, coming mainly from NMR 

spectroscopy and X-ray crystallography, confirmed this view.154−156 From the discussion in 

the previous section, it is also clear that modern simulation protocols and force fields are 

sufficiently robust even to represent subtle environmental dependencies of a DNA duplex 

structure. Given that MD simulations provide a time history for all atomic motions in the 

system, in simulations that include explicit water and counterions, precise details for all 

specific ion and water interactions with the nucleic acid can be monitored. An average 

picture of the hydration can be obtained by calculating the radial distribution 

functions.157,158 A detailed picture of the hydration or ion association can be obtained by 

fixing the DNA to a reference structure and accumulating relevant populations or atomic 

densities on a grid for visualizing the hydration.43,44,111 These results can be compared 

directly with specific high-resolution crystal structures or to average analyses obtained by 

looking at many different crystal structures.154−156 In addition, populations and lifetimes for 

various DNA hydrogen bond donor or acceptor interactions to water or ions can be 

tabulated,159,160 and then compared directly with NMR measurements. 

IR spectroscopic experiments on DNA fibers at various water activities 

demonstrated that roughly 18−23 water molecules per nucleotide are in the primary 

hydration shell.47 The binding duration of water molecules was estimated from MD 

simulations; such lifetimes were suggested to fall in the range from 10 to 600 ps, which is, 

in general, consistent with experimental data and suggests lifetimes of < 1 ns.159−161 

Simulation studies of the hydration of the duplex d(CGCGAATTCGCG) were able to 

reproduce the experimentally observed spine of water molecules located in the DNA minor 

groove.44,111 Variations in the calculated hydration pattern suggest a sequence dependence. 

Similarly, a spine of water molecules was observed in the minor groove of the duplex 

d(CCAACGTTGG).43 The local dielectric environment in MD simulations of DNA was 

analyzed by Young and co-workers;162 they computed the dielectric profile near DNA and 
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found that the effective dielectric constant increases rather rapidly with distance and 

displayed bulk behavior beyond 5 Å. An analysis of the dielectric function revealed that 

the relative permittivity in the first shell of DNA obeys the following trend: phosphate 

backbone > major groove > minor grove. Estimates of the local dielectric constants in the 

major groove are consistent with interpretations based on fluorescence measurements;163 

these finding indicated that MD models of the solvent close to a DNA strand account in 

reasonably accurate fashion for the local solvent environment of a complicated 

polyelectrolyte. The calculated dielectric profile was fit to a sigmoidal function, which 

could be used to estimate the strength of charge−charge interactions near DNA.162  

 MD simulations provided information on the sequence-specific localization of 

monovalent cations in the DNA grooves. Hamelberg et al.113 analyzed the major structure 

and the correlation between ion populations and the width of the minor groove based on a 

10 ns MD trajectory of the duplex d(CGCGAATTCGCG) in the presence of Na+ ions and 

water molecules. The results clearly showed a time-dependent influence of ion positions on 

the structure of the minor groove. When no ions interact with the groove, the groove is 

wide, whereas it narrows, especially in AATT region, when counterions reside in it. 

Similar correlations between the entrance of Na+ into the minor groove and the groove 

narrowing were also observed in other studies.112,117 Ion−water interactions narrow the 

groove through two distinct interactions: (i) ions interact directly with DNA bases in the 

minor groove, such as cross-strand thymine oxygens (O2) in the sequence above to give an 

internal ion-spine of hydration, or (ii) ions interact with phosphate groups in the AT 

sequence while water molecules in the minor groove interact directly with the bases.113 In 

addition, recent contributions113,164,165 have helped to clarify the localization of counterions 

in the minor groove. The localization is sequence-dependent, with AT-rich sequences, and 

particularly A-tracts, being favored over GC-rich or mixed sequences. An MD simulation 

of a pure GC sequence showed essentially no localization of mono cations in the minor 

groove.165 This trend is consistent with the minor groove surface being more 

electronegative near AT-rich sequences than close to GC-rich sequences.117 Alternatively, 

for the ion association in the major groove, McConnell and Beveridge164 reported Na+ near 

the G·C base pairs of the duplex d(CGCGAATTCGCG) and binding near a particular CG 

step was found to cause a slight narrowing of the major groove. Furthermore, in the study 

of Feig and Pettitt with 12 ns MD simulations of the duplex d(C5T5) in explicit water with 
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0.8 M additional NaCl,112 the residence times of Na+ around the duplex were found to fall 

in the range of tens to hundreds of picoseconds.  

 

3.3 Objective 
 

As the main goal of our study concerns charge transfer in DNA, in the subsequent sections 

we present the MD simulations of DNA duplexes in explicit water. The result of each 

simulation is an MD trajectory as time series of configurations. These trajectories, which 

can be used for calculating modeling charge transfer parameters, were routinely analyzed 

(e.g. root mean square deviations of structural parameters, distribution of water molecules 

and counterions, and canonical form of the duplexes) and compared with results of 

previous studies to characterizing the quality of our simulation protocol.  

 

3.4 Setup and running MD simulations 
 

In general, a molecular dynamics simulation comprises four steps: minimization, heating, 

equilibration, and production. In the first phase, the initial configuration of the system 

(which may be obtained from crystallographic data or a graphically built model) is 

subjected to energy minimization to relieve any major stress. Velocities are then assigned 

to each atom to increase slowly the system’s kinetic energy until the target temperature is 

achieved. Equilibration follows, in which velocities corresponding to the target 

temperature are reassigned constantly, and finally one enters the production stage of the 

simulation.  

Let us consider several details of a MD simulation. We carried out two types of MD 

simulations on the canonical B-form of DNA fragments. Calculations of the first type were 

a so-called “constrained simulations”, where a DNA duplex was completely kept fixed 

with positional restraints during the simulation, i.e. it was treated as a rigid duplex. The 

structure of the DNA duplex was assumed to be ideal; such a structure is characterized all 

step parameters being zero except for a rise of 3.38 Å and a twist of 36°; see Section 4.2 

for a definition of the step parameters. The ideal structure was generated by the program 

3DNA166 using geometries of nucleobases optimized in a DFT calculation at the B3LYP 
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level.167 In calculations of the second type, a so-called “unconstrained simulations” were 

carried out where a DNA oligomer was allowed to move. Starting structures were 

generated by module NUCGEN of the program AMBER 6.168 All studied duplexes are 

listed in Table 3.1. In all cases, missing hydrogen atoms were added to the starting 

structures using module LEaP of AMBER 6. To relax large steric overlaps and electrostatic 

inconsistencies, the minimization of 1000 steps was performed for the added hydrogen 

atoms using SANDER module. Then additional 1500 minimization steps on the whole 

DNA molecule were done. Next, each fragment was embedded  into a rectangular box of 

TIP3P water169 using the LEaP module. The water box was extended by ~10 Å in each 

direction from the DNA duplex; the resulting box sizes and numbers of water molecules as 

collected in Table 3.2. The systems were then neutralized by adding sodium counterions 

(Na+). Note that the number of sodium cations is 2m−2, where m is the number of 

Watson−Crick base pairs (see Table 3.2).  

 The force field described by Cornell et al.89 was employed in all simulations. These 

simulations were run using module SANDER with the SHAKE procedure on all hydrogen 

atoms102 and a time step of 1 fs. A cutoff of 9 Å was applied to the non-bonding Lennard-

Jones interactions. The simulations were performed at constant volume V and total energy 

E, i.e. for a microcanonical (NVE) ensemble. Each simulation consists of three consecutive 

steps: heating, equilibration, and production run. The heating step for both constrained and 

unconstrained simulations was done as follows. First, we performed 1000 minimization 

steps varying the positions of ions and water molecules and keeping fixed the DNA 

structure. Then molecular dynamics for 25 ps was performed while the temperature was 

raised from 100 K to 300 K. After this heating step, the equilibration (see below) and 

production steps were carried out using the particle mesh Ewald method109 to account for 

long-range interactions.  

For a constrained simulation, equilibration was done by performing molecular 

dynamics for 100 ps dynamics. The total energy and volume of the system were monitored 

to make sure that they achieved constant values. After that, the production run was initiated 

and the coordinates were stored every 1 ps.  

For unconstrained simulation, equilibration was performed in two steps. First, the 

constraints of the duplex were released by minimizations. This allowed also water 

molecules and counterions to relax around the duplex. In the second step, 100 ps molecular 
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dynamics was performed. Like in a constrained simulation, the total energy and volume of 

the system were monitored. After achieving equilibration, the production run was initiated.  

For a statistically meaningful representation, long simulation times (of the order of 

nanoseconds) are essential. Our simulations were carried out up to 12 ns.  

 In addition, we carried out a molecular dynamics simulation of a neutral duplex 

5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′ of modified DNA, namely with a backbone of methylphos-

phonate moieties (see Figure 3.3), where one phosphoryl oxygen atom of each phosphate 

group was replaced with a methyl group. A chirally pure RP-stereoisomer (a phosphorus 

center) was obtained. Most studies carried out so far indicate that the RP-isomer forms 

more stable complexes than the SP-isomer.170−174 Steric, electrostatic and solvent 

interaction effects are believed to contribute to the increased stability of the RP-isomer. 

Since the total charge of the modified duplex was zero, the simulation box contained water 

molecules, but no counterions. We used the force field of Cornell et al.89 for the normal 

part of DNA and the force field of Hamelberg et al.175 for the modified part of DNA, i.e. 

the methylphosphonate groups. The MD simulation was done as described above.   
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Figure 3.3 Chemical structure of (a) normal DNA, and methylphosphonate modified 

DNA of (b) RP-stereoisomer and (c) SP-stereoisomer.  
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Table 3.1 List of DNA duplexes for which MD simulations have been carried out.  

  Duplex 
   

1  5 - C C A A C G T T G G -3
3 - G G T T G C A A C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

2  5 - G G G G G G -3
3 - C C C C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

3  5 - G G G T G G G -3
3 - C C C A C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

4  5 - G G G T T G G G -3
3 - C C C A A C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

5  5 - G G G T T T G G G -3
3 - C C C A A A C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

6  5 - G G G T T T T G G G -3
3 - C C C A A A A C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

7  5 - G G G T T T T T G G G -3
3 - C C C A A A A A C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

8  5 - G G G T T T T T T G G G -3
3 - C C C A A A A A A C C C -5
′ ′
′ ′  

9  5 - T T T T T G T G T T T T T -3
3 - A A A A A C A C A A A A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

10  5 - T T T T T G T T G T T T T T -3
3 - A A A A A C A A C A A A A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

11  5 - T T T T T G T T T G T T T T T -3
3 - A A A A A C A A A C A A A A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

12  5 - T T T T T G T T T T G T T T T T -3
3 - A A A A A C A A A A C A A A A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

13  5 - T T T T G T T T T G T T T T -3
3 - A A A A C A A A A C A A A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

14  5 - T T T G T T T T T T G T T T -3
3 - A A A C T A A A A A C A A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

15  5 - T T G T T T T T T T T G T T -3
3 - A A C A T A A A A A A C A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

16  5 - T T G T T T T T T T T G T T -3
3 - A A C A T A A A A A A C A A -5
′ ′
′ ′  

  (methylphosphonate modified duplex) 
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Table 3.2 Characteristics of the MD models for the systems listed in Table 3.1. 

Duplex 
 

Number of 
base pairs 

Number of 
counterions 

Number of 
water moleculesa 

Box sizea 
(Å3) 

  1 10 18 3256 46 48 64× ×  

  2   6 10 1983 44 44 46× ×  

  3   7 12 2218 44 45 50× ×  

  4   8 14 2347 44 45 53× ×  

  5   9 16 2508 44 45 56× ×  

  6 10 18 2676 44 46 60× ×  

  7 11 20 2825 44 46 63× ×  

  8 12 22 2945 44 46 67× ×  

  9 13 24 3793 46 48 74× ×  

10 14 26 3936 46 48 77× ×  

11 15 28 4132 46 48 81× ×  

12 16 30 4276 46 48 84× ×  

13 14 26 3945 46 48 77× ×  

14 14 26 3942 46 48 77× ×  

15 14 26 3938 46 48 77× ×  

16 14 − 4286 48 49 77× ×  

a For unconstrained systems. 

 

 

3.5 Analysis of MD results and discussion 
 

3.5.1 MD structure and stability 

 

The root mean square deviation (RMSD) of a MD trajectory as a function of time shows 

variations of the DNA structure with respect to a reference structure, e.g. the starting 

structure or an experimental structure. RMSD is computed from the mass-weighted mean 

square difference of all DNA atoms of each snapshot. Using the starting structure as 

reference, the averaged RMSD for each system was about 3.1−3.6 Å. These results 

indicated that the structures were stable along the MD trajectories throughout the full 
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simulations of several nanoseconds. The oscillations of these RMSDs were ~0.4−0.6 Å. A 

selected RMSD profile of duplex 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′  is shown in Figure 3.4. 

Additionally, RMSDs of MD trajectories were also analyzed with respect to their 

corresponding averaged structure. The given results were ~12% smaller than those with 

respect to the initial structure. For instance, a value of 2.92 Å was obtained for the duplex 

5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′ . This value agrees with that of the study by Cheatham and 

Kollman110 (2.90 Å) for the corresponding duplex. Furthermore, analysis of an average 

structure (of 1000 snapshots of a 1 ns MD trajectory) of this fragment with respect to the 

crystal structure176 gave an RMSD of 3.15 Å. This result is consistent with that reported by 

Cheatham and Kollman (RMSD = 3.14 Å), and agrees rather well with the corresponding 

X-ray crystal structure.110  

 

3.5.2 Analysis of DNA canonical form  

 

The major differences between canonical A-DNA and canonical B-DNA relate to 

differences in helicoidal parameters177 of the duplex. The “x-displacement (dx)” is the  
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Figure 3.4 Root mean square deviation (RMSD) of duplex 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′  with 

respect to the starting structure as a function of time for a 1 ns MD trajectory. 
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Figure 3.5 Definition of the x-displacement (dx) as the distance between the base pair 

axis (drawn from purine C8 to pyrimidine C6; dashed line) and the helix axis z (pointing 

out of the plane of the paper).   

 

parameter which shows the largest difference for both forms. The x-displacement is 

defined as shown in Figure 3.5. It is positive if the axis passes by the major groove side of 

the base pair and negative if it passes by the minor groove (see Section 2.1 for DNA 

structure). The x-displacement is in the range of −2.0 to 0.0 Å in B-DNA and in the range 

of −6.0 to −5.0 Å in A-DNA. Another distinguishing characteristic is the minor groove 

width, measured by close inter-strand phosphate distances. The minor groove width is 

much larger in A-DNA (~11 Å) than in B-DNA (~6 Å), see Table 2.1.  

To analyze the DNA canonical form of our simulations, we extracted a number of 

snapshots (one for each 500 ps time interval). The structure analysis was done with the 

program 3DNA.166 We found that all extracted snapshots of all systems expressed the 

characteristic of canonical B-form. For instance, an x-displacement of about −0.18 Å and a 

minor groove width of 6.4 Å were obtained for the duplex 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′ . Since 

we employed B-DNA as initial structure, one can conclude that we did not observe a 

transition from B-DNA to A-DNA in the course of our simulations. This is not surprising 

because the simulations were performed in aqueous solution in which a B-to-A transition is 

not expected to occur (see Section 3.2.4).  

 

3.5.3 Water and counterion distributions  

 

The most common way to analyze the structure of a solution is to employ the radial 

distribution function (RDF), denoted by ( )g rαβ .178 The RDF is a dimensionless quantity 

3.5   Analysis of MD results and discussion 
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that presents the probability of finding an atom of type β at a radial distance r from an 

atom of type α:  

2

( )( )
4
N rg r

r dr
=

ρ παβ               (3.24) 

Here, ( )N r  is the average number of type β atoms in a spherical shell of thickness dr at a 

radial distance r from atom α. ρ is the number density of species β. The average number of 

β atoms within a sphere of radius r around atom α is obtained from the corresponding 

running integration number ( )n rαβ  defined as  

2

0

( ) ( )4
r

n r g r r dr= ρ π∫αβ αβ         (3.25) 

The corresponding radius is normally assigned by the solvation shell, at the first minimum 

of RDF. In general, it is more convenient to understand the solvation pattern around DNA 

if one analyzes the radial distribution functions of an individual DNA site, e.g. a phosphate 

group, a sugar group, minor groove and major groove.112,179,180 In the following, however, 

only the distributions of water molecules and counterions around DNA are analyzed.  

 We consider first the distribution of counterions. To eliminate end effects, the radial 

distribution functions were calculated by ignoring the two terminal base pairs. The results 

show that, radial distribution functions g(r) referring to the surface of DNA surrounded by 

ions show a sharp peak of the first solvation shell (the first minimum) at about 2.9 Å. This 

corresponds to the running integration number n(r) of about 2 ions. Additionally, a second 

solvation shell at about 5.4 Å with n(r) of 10 Na+ ions has been observed. These results are 

consistent with earlier calculations on a dodecamer B-DNA reported by Young et al. using 

Monte Carlo and MD simulations.111 Within 10 Å from the closest heavy DNA atom, 70% 

of all sodium ions are found, compared to a value of 76% found by Feig and Pettitt.112 The 

latter carried out an MD simulation of the decamer d(C5T5)·d(A5G5) by adding 32 

additional Na/Cl ion pairs, yielding 1.2 M Na+ and 0.8 M Cl−. This may be responsible for 

the difference of the number of sodium ions found within that distance. In Figure 3.6, we 

present a plot of the calculated DNA−Na+ g(r) and n(r) for a MD trajectory of the duplex 

5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′ . Moreover, we found that the counterions localize in the 

vicinity of negatively charged phosphates; some of them reside in the grooves of DNA 
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helix.117 The locations of Na+ ions, taken from 500 snapshots of a MD trajectory, are 

superimposed in Figure 3.7.  
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Figure 3.6 Calculated distribution function g(r) (solid line) and integration number n(r) 

(dashed line) of Na+ ions around DNA in the duplex 5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′ .  

 

 Next we consider the result concerning the hydration of DNA. Selected results for 

the calculated RDF of the entire DNA duplex 5 -′ TTTTTGTTGTTTTT -3′  are shown in 

Figure 3.8 for the oxygen atoms of water. The calculation was again done without 

accounting for the two terminal pairs. The plot shows only a first solvation shell, as 

indicated by a well-defined peak at about 3 Å, but there is no second shell. In addition, g(r) 

at the first minimum is shallow, see Figure 3.8. This indicates a weak DNA−water 

interaction (compared to the DNA−Na+ interaction) which leads to an exchange between 

water molecules in the solvation shell. The running integration number, integrated up to 

the corresponding first minimum of 3.4 Å is 410 water molecules; this translated to an 

average of 17 water molecules per nucleotide. This number is consistent with the value of 

18−23 water molecules per nucleotide in the primary hydration shell detected by IR 

spectroscopy.47 Note that the hydration pattern and counterion distribution given by 

3.5   Analysis of MD results and discussion 
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constrained MD trajectories are similar to those of unconstrained simulations, in terms of 

both the radial distribution function and the integration number. 

 

 

Figure 3.7 Distribution of Na+ ions over 500 snapshots superimposed on the average 

DNA structure of the duplex 5 -′ TTTTTGTTGTTTTT -3′ .  

 

 

3.6 Conclusion 
 

We carried out molecular dynamics simulations of 16 DNA duplexes in explicit aqueous 

solution, neutralized by sodium counterions. The simulations were performed for 

constrained and unconstrained duplexes. Employing canonical B-DNA as initial structure 

and the AMBER force field, a well-documented methodology and an approved simulation 

protocol, we obtained stable 2−12 ns trajectories. The results were found consistent with 

earlier MD simulations. Analysis of the hydration and counterion distribution around DNA 
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Figure 3.8 Calculated distribution function g(r) (solid line) and the integration number 

(dashed line) n(r) of water molecules around DNA in the duplex 5 -′ TTTTTGTT-

GTTTTT -3′ .  

 

showed good agreement between theoretical and experimental data for both the solvation 

pattern and the numbers of water molecules and Na+ ions in the solvation shell.  

 Furthermore, it is worth recalling important aspects of molecular dynamics 

simulations of nucleic acids. For accurate simulations, long-range electrostatic interactions 

have to be calculated accurately and a reliable evaluated force field has to be used. 

Variations of the simulation conditions can lead to differences in the dynamical behavior 

of the system, e.g. A- to B-DNA conformational transitions. However, due to the growing 

interest in MD methodology, improved force fields and more efficient methods for treating 

long-range interactions are now available.  

 

 

 

3.6   Conclusion 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

4  

Chapter 4 
 

Sensitivity of Electronic Coupling on Conformational 

Changes  

 
4.1 Introduction  
 

As described in Chapter 2, the electronic coupling between nucleobases and relative 

energetics of their cation radical states  are key parameters to describe the hole transfer in 

DNA. These quantities have recently been calculated using quantum chemical 

methods.10,11,33,35,181 While standard semi-empirical methods provide reasonable estimates 

of the electronic coupling via σ-bridges, these methods considerably underestimate the 

electronic coupling between π-stacked donor and acceptor. Therefore, the characteristic 

decay parameter for hole transfer through DNA calculated with a CNDO/2-based scheme33 

was obtained at 1.6 Å−1¸ a value twice as large as those extracted from experiments.4−6 

Previously, electronic coupling matrix elements in model systems containing two 

nucleobases have been considered.35 Because of their large dipole moments, nucleobases 

polarize each other to a considerable extent when they form Watson−Crick pairs. As a 

result, their electronic properties change. In particular, the formation of such hydrogen-

bonded complexes further stabilizes guanine and adenine radical cations.33,182 To take these 

effects of nucleobase pairing into account, the electronic coupling between Watson−Crick 

pairs should be considered.10 In our previous calculations, we assumed for simplicity that 

the model systems exhibit ideal structures as determined by averaging many X-ray results 

of DNA.47,183 However, it is well recognized that the positions of base pairs in DNA 

undergo significant fluctuations at room temperature.47 Molecular dynamics simulations 
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provide a detailed microscopic description of molecular structure and motion of DNA at 

finite temperature and in aqueous solution.98 In particular, molecular dynamics consistently 

suggest that the motion of nucleobases and sugar-phosphate backbone fragments occurs on 

a time scale of ~10−100 picosecond.98 In the following we will consider effects of such 

conformational fluctuations on the electronic couplings of A·T base pairs as a first attempt 

to answering the question how sensitive hole transfer is to structural changes. These results 

will provide deeper insight into the role of orientational coherence in DNA mediated 

charge transfer. 

 

4.2 Electronic coupling calculation  
 

4.2.1 Model 

 

As described above, bridges of A·T pairs mediate hole transfer between G bases via 

superexchange. Therefore, estimates of the electronic coupling matrix element between 

A·T pairs are pertinent to a quantitative description of how such bridges affect the hole 

transfer. Four arrangements of two A·T pairs may occur in a DNA fragment: two 

equivalent configurations  

5 A A 3
| |

3 T T 5

′ ′− − −

′ ′− − −
  and  

5 T T 3
| |

3 A A 5

′ ′− − −

′ ′− − −
   

where both adenines are in the same strand − we denote them as [(AT),(AT)] and 

[(TA),(TA)], respectively, − and two different configurations with inter-strand 

arrangements of the adenine moieties, 

5 A T 3
| |

3 T A 5

′ ′− − −

′ ′− − −
  and  

5 T A 3
| |

3 A T 5

′ ′− − −

′ ′− − −
 

represented by [(AT),(TA)] and [(TA),(AT)], respectively. 

The mutual positions of base pairs in DNA can be characterized by three 

translations: rise, shift and slide, and three rotations: twist, tilt, and roll;47,184 see Figure 4.1. 

The ideal (or regular) structure corresponds to a configuration of the base pairs where rise 
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and twist are 3.38 Å and 36°, respectively, while all other step parameters are zero. 

Previous investigations10,35 had been carried out at this configuration and, in the following, 

we shall take it as reference structure. To estimate how changes of each step parameter can 

affect the electronic coupling matrix element, we generated a series of alternative 

configurations where only one parameter was changed relative to the reference structure. 

We used the following increments of the step parameters: rise ±0.5 Å, shift ±0.5 Å, slide 

±1.0 Å, twist ±5°, tilt ±2°, and roll ±5°; see Figure 4.1 for the definition of the signs of 

these parameters. These increments are in line with the standard deviations of the 

parameters determined from 400 nucleotide steps in X-ray crystal structures of DNA 

oligomers183 as well as with the results of our MD simulation of the double-stranded 

decamer 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′  (see below). The structures of the models were 

constructed with the program SCHNArP.184 

 

3'

5'

5'

3'

roll twist

tilt

rise

shift

slide

 

Figure 4.1 The six parameters used to define the conformation of a Watson−Crick base-

pair step in DNA.  

 

Different from previous investigations10,35 where the experimental averaged 

geometries of individual nucleobases were used,185 in the present study we employed 

geometries of nucleobases as optimized by the hybrid density functional method 

B3LYP.186,187 We found that electronic couplings calculated for average "experimental" 

geometries and the corresponding structures optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G* level of 

theory do not differ in a significant fashion; differences are at most 5%. The present 

4.2   Electronic coupling calculation 
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strategy based on calculated geometries has the advantage that this approach can 

subsequently be extended to chemically modified nucleobases and other related species.  

 

4.2.2 Electronic coupling 

 

To calculate the electronic matrix elements for hole transfer between Watson−Crick pairs, 

we applied the two-state model of electron transfer61,62,188 at the Hartree−Fock SCF level; 

this theoretical approach had been successfully used in previous investigation on the 

regular DNA structure.10 In this procedure, the electronic coupling matrix element is 

estimated as half of the minimum splitting ∆ between two adiabatic states. To find that 

minimum splitting, where charge transfer is allowed since electron donor and acceptor 

levels are in resonance, we employed an external electric field oriented along the axis of 

the DNA duplex.10,35 If one invokes Koopmans' approximation, then one is able to estimate 

the energy splitting 2 1E E∆ = −  between the cation radical states as the difference 

HOMO 1 HOMOε ε−∆ ≈ −  of the one-electron energies of the HOMO (highest occupied 

molecular orbital) and the adjacent lower lying orbital HOMO−1 of the corresponding 

neutral closed-shell system10 (see Section 2.2.1).  

The quantum chemical calculations have been carried out with the program 

Gaussian98 using the standard basis set 6-31G*.167 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 
 

4.3.1 Electronic coupling in the reference systems 

 

The calculated electronic coupling matrix elements for hole transfer between two A·T pairs 

are presented in Table 4.1. The duplexes [(AT),(AT)] ≡ [(TA),(TA)], [(AT),(TA)] and 

[(TA),(AT)] of regular structure (rise = 3.38 Å, twist = 36°) serve as reference systems. 

According to the calculations, HOMO and HOMO−1 of these dimer duplexes are formed 

almost exclusively by adenine orbitals. Thus, hole transfer occurs between these purine 

nucleobases. Therefore, the intra-strand A−A interaction is responsible for the coupling in 
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the duplex [(AT),(AT)] while the inter-strand A−A interaction determines the coupling in 

the duplexes [(AT),(TA)] and [(TA),(AT)]. Comparison of the matrix elements of the 

reference duplexes shows that the intra-strand A−A interaction, 0.027 eV, is smaller than 

the inter-strand interactions, 0.056 eV ([(AT),(TA)]) and 0.051 eV ([(TA),(AT)]).  

 

Table 4.1 Dependence of the electronic coupling matrix element (in eV) between 

adjacent A·T Watson−Crick pairs on the step parameters.a 

   [(AT),(AT)] [(AT),(TA)] [(TA),(AT)] 

Ideal structureb   0.027 0.056 0.051 

Rise 2.88  0.074 0.124 0.098 
 3.88  0.010 0.022 0.024 

Shift −0.50  0.124 0.047 0.042 
 0.50  0.090 0.048 0.042 

Slide −1.00  0.003 0.027 0.119 
 1.00  0.004 0.013 0.016 

Twist 31.00  0.029 0.053 0.044 
 41.00  0.067 0.058 0.059 

Tilt −2.00  0.039 0.056 0.051 
 2.00  0.017 0.056 0.051 

Roll −5.00  0.046 0.042 0.069 
 5.00  0.010 0.072 0.037 

a Translations rise, shift, and slide in Å; rotations roll, tilt, and twist in degree.  
b Rise = 3.38 Å, twist = 36°, all other parameters are zero. 

 

 

4.3.2 Structure sensitivity of the intra-strand electronic coupling 

 

Next we consider how conformational changes affect the electronic coupling of A·T pairs 

in duplexes. We performed calculations of twelve structures constructed with positive and 

negative increments for each of the six step parameters (Table 4.1). The increments were 

taken in accord with average deviations of the step parameters as described above. 

4.3   Results and discussion 
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As expected, the matrix element decreases very rapidly with increasing distance R 

between two nucleobases. The values range from 0.074 eV (rise 2.88 Å) to 0.010 eV (rise 

3.88 Å). The coupling Vda may be well approximated by the function 

( ) 0.027exp[ ( 3.38)]daV R R= − −α  with α = 2.0 Å−1 (Vda in eV, rise R in Å). As to other 

parameters, their effect on the electronic matrix element can hardly be predicted. In fact, a 

"shift" of a Watson−Crick pair by ±0.5 Å causes a considerable increase of the coupling 

whereas a "slide" by ±1.0 Å leads to a remarkable decrease.  

The helical twist parameter determines the extent of DNA winding. A structure 

formed by totally unwound fragments with a twist of 0° exhibits a maximum overlap 

between the molecular orbitals of the two A·T pairs and, as a consequence, it is expected to 

feature a very strong coupling between the pairs. In fact, the matrix element calculated at 

this symmetric structure, 0.448 eV, is considerably larger than that for the regular 

structure, 0.027 eV. However, a partial unwinding, with the twist decreased from 36° to 

31°, has only a rather slight influence on the matrix element while an increase of the twist 

to 41° causes the coupling to increase notably to 0.067 eV. 

Variations of the parameters roll and tilt produce similar effects. The coupling rises 

when the increment of the angles is negative and becomes smaller for rotations in the 

opposite directions. 

 

4.3.3 Structure sensitivity of the inter-strand electronic coupling 

 

Inspection of Table 4.1 reveals the following results for the coupling matrix elements of 

the duplexes [(AT),(TA)] and [(TA),(AT)]. Like the intra-strand interaction, the coupling 

matrix elements are very sensitive to the intermolecular distance. The electronic couplings 

decrease by a factor of 5 if the rise parameter changes from 2.88 Å to 3.88 Å. The 

dependence of the inter-strand coupling may approximately be described by 

( ) 0.050exp[ ( 3.38)]daV R R= − −α  (Vda in eV, R in Å) with α = 1.7 Å−1 for [(AT),(TA)] and 

with α = 1.4 Å−1 for [(TA),(AT)]. 

The matrix elements for both configurations decrease slightly when the shift 

changes by ±0.5 Å. Therefore, the ideal structure (shift = 0 Å) corresponds to a local 
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maximum of the electronic coupling with respect to this parameter for both [(AT),(TA)] 

and [(TA),(AT)]. As can be seen from Table 4.1, the matrix elements are very sensitive to 

a variation of the slide. Positive increments result in a decreased coupling; for instance, at a 

slide of 1.0 Å, the matrix elements are reduced to 0.013 eV and 0.016 eV for [(AT),(TA)] 

and [(TA),(AT)], respectively.  

At variance with the intra-strand coupling, inter-strand interactions depend 

relatively little on the rotational structure parameters. By partial unwinding the duplex as 

the twist changes from 41° to 31°, the A−A coupling in [(TA),(AT)] decreases from 0.059 

eV to 0.044 eV. Increase of the "roll" parameter is accompanied by a notably stronger  
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Figure 4.2 Fluctuations of the step parameters of the base steps A3A4 in the duplex 

5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′  extracted from a MD trajectory of 1 ns. 

4.3   Results and discussion 
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coupling within [(AT),(TA)] and a smaller coupling within [(TA),(AT)]. On the other 

hand, the interaction between these nucleobase pairs remains almost unchanged when the 

tilt angles is varied (Table 4.1). 

These results suggest that electronic coupling matrix elements may change 

considerably depending on the configuration of duplexes. We found that the intra-strand 

A−A interaction within [(AT),(AT)] is especially sensitive to geometry variations; for the 

investigated structure changes, it value ranges from 0.003 eV to 0.124 eV. In particular, 

while in duplexes of regular structure the intra-strand interaction is smaller than the inter-

strand coupling, mutual shifting of A·T pairs can reverse this ordering (Table 4.1). If one 

takes into account that the rate constant for hole transfer depends on the square of the 

coupling matrix element, such structural changes can alter the transfer rates by factors of 

several hundred or even thousand for different reasonable conformations of [(AT),(AT)]. 

Similarly, for inter-strand hole transfer within [(AT),(TA)] and [(TA),(AT)], rate constants 

of various configurations are anticipated to vary by factors of 100.  

These results suggest that the structural dynamics of DNA has to be considered 

when the couplings between nucleobase pairs in duplexes are to be described in an 

accurate fashion. In particular, molecular dynamics provides a more quantitative sampling 

of the various configurations where all step parameters of nucleobase pairs change 

simultaneously with time. 

 

4.3.4 Molecular dynamics simulated structures 

 

In aqueous solution, the MD model of duplex 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′  has a stable B-form 

structure.110 The RMSD between the average structure of the fragment and the 

corresponding canonical B-DNA structure amounts to 2.92 Å which agrees very closely 

with a RMSD value of 2.90 Å found previously.110 The averaging was performed for all 

DNA atoms over structure snapshots taken at 1 ps intervals. Detailed inspection of the 

computational results reveals that the decamer is reasonably equilibrated after about 300 

ps.  

In the duplex, there are two relevant fragments A3A4 and T7T8 for which the intra-

strand A−A couplings may be calculated. Figure 4.2 demonstrates the fluctuations of the 
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A3A4 step parameters in the course of time. The conformation of this stack exhibits 

remarkable changes over a period of 100 ps. Similar data were also obtained for the T7T8 

step. Average base-step parameters of the A3A4 step, their standard deviations, and their 

ranges are collected in Table 4.2. These data represent 500 snapshots of the structures 

along the MD trajectory from 500 to 1000 ps. For comparison, we present also 

experimental maximum and minimum values of the step parameters in Table 4.2.183 As can 

be seen, the step parameters as obtained from the MD simulation fluctuate considerably; 

however, the parameters remain inside of the experimental ranges. Extreme values of the 

parameters are far outside their standard deviations; therefore, the corresponding 

conformations are very rare and may be neglected. 

 

Table 4.2 Average A3A4 base-step parameters, their standard deviations as well as 

maximum and minimum values obtained from a MD trajectory of the duplex 

5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′ . 

  Rotations (degree)  Translations (Å) 

 Twist Tilt Roll Rise Shift Slide

Average 30.4 −1.4 1.7 3.43 0.01 −0.93

Standard deviation 3.6 2.4 4.2 0.23 0.49 0.57

Maximum 41.3 5.2 9.8 3.94 0.85 0.31

    Experimenta 53.9 6.6 24.8 1.58 2.82

Minimum 20.2 −6.8 −6.6 3.08 −0.96 −0.94

    Experimenta 19.8 −7.8 −8.6 −0.99 −2.40

a Derived from X-ray structures containing 400 base pairs.183  

 

Table 4.3 lists the step parameters of the conformations A3A4 and T7T8 at selected 

snapshots and the electronic coupling matrix elements calculated for these structures. 

Given the sensitivity of the electronic coupling, rather large fluctuations of the electronic 

matrix element Vda are expected. In fact, the intra-strand coupling of the A·T pairs in the 

fragments A3A4 and T7T8 vary by a factor of thirty and more (Table 4.3). When one 

follows the step parameters along the duplex over time, one notes their oscillations around 

4.3   Results and discussion 
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the average values. For instance, a twist above average in one step is compensated by value 

below average in the following step. Thus, one may expect that a decrease of one transfer 

matrix element is counteracted by an increase of another coupling. Nevertheless, based on 

the presented results we conclude that the hole transfer rate (proportional to the effective 

coupling squared) mediated by a short bridge can change with time by factors of ~100–

1000. Unfortunately, the expense of Hartree−Fock SCF calculations prevents a quantitative 

statistical analysis of this issue at the present computational level. 

 

Table 4.3 Step parameters of the pairs A3A4 and T7T8 generated by snapshots from an 

MD simulation of the decamer duplex 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′  and the corresponding intra-

strand A−A electronic coupling matrix element Vda of these configurations.  

  Step parametersa time 
(ps)  Rise Shift Slide Twist Tilt Roll 

Vda (eV)

500 A3A4 3.52 −0.23 0.08 33.23 5.18 5.54 0.010

 T7T8 3.47 0.49 −0.10 37.75 −2.85 −5.34 0.102

600 A3A4 3.46 0.55 −1.25 31.08 1.06 3.87 0.024

 T7T8 3.63 0.13 0.21 36.10 −1.36 −4.09 0.041

700 A3A4 3.44 −0.63 −0.94 30.10 −3.34 2.72 0.065

 T7T8 3.26 −0.07 −0.95 33.24 −1.98 −3.44 0.006

800 A3A4 3.30 0.23 −0.83 32.08 0.07 −2.58 0.009

 T7T8 3.25 0.19 −0.24 41.83 2.15 −3.59 0.135

900 A3A4 3.38 0.16 −1.29 27.34 1.04 4.08 0.010

 T7T8 3.19 1.23 0.58 37.58 1.90 −3.44 0.310

1000 A3A4 3.25 −0.47 −1.26 32.56 −4.93 −0.05 0.042

 T7T8 3.61 0.75 −0.10 37.21 −1.19 −3.82 0.105

a Translations in Å, rotations in degree. 
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4.4 Conclusion 
 

Electronic matrix elements for hole transfer between adjacent Watson−Crick pairs in DNA 

have been calculated at the Hartree−Fock SCF level for various conformations of the 

duplexes [(AT),(AT)], [(AT),(TA)], and [(TA),(AT)]. Configurations of the dimer 

[(AT),(AT)] were also extracted from molecular dynamics simulations of the decamer 

duplex 5 -′ CCAACGTTGG -3′ . The electronic coupling matrix elements were found to be 

very sensitive to variations of the mutual position of the Watson−Crick pairs. For instance, 

the electronic coupling increases by factors between 2 and 3 when the Watson−Crick pairs 

move toward each other by 0.5 Å, i.e. when the rise parameter decreases from 3.38 Å to 

2.88 Å (see Table 4.1). Considerable changes in the electronic coupling have also been 

found for the parallel displacements shift and slide of two pairs as well as for changes in 

the winding (twist) of the DNA helix. The intra-strand A−A interaction was calculated to 

be more sensitive to conformational changes than the corresponding inter-strand coupling. 

Taking into account thermal fluctuations of the structures of DNA oligomers 

(Figure 4.2), the electron transfer coupling between adjacent Watson−Crick nucleobase 

pairs varies considerably with time. Charge transfer properties of thermally accessible 

conformers of DNA fragments may differ significantly from those predicted for duplexes 

of regular structure. The results obtained suggest that structural fluctuations in DNA may 

have a twofold effect on the rate of charge migration. First, as generally recognized, hole 

donors and acceptors have to be brought into resonance. Second, a bridge has to exhibit a 

conformation that is favorable for the electronic coupling. The last assumption is a 

consequence of the high sensitivity of the electron coupling to conformational changes in 

DNA as demonstrated by the present study. 

The computational approach employed here relies on ab initio quantum chemical 

calculations for estimating the electronic coupling between nucleobase pairs in DNA as 

well as on a structure sampling based on force field generated trajectories. A 

straightforward attempt to expand this strategy to a reasonably quantitative description of 

the variations of the electronic coupling over time is limited by two factors. First, the 

computational effort of calculating the coupling matrix elements of Watson−Crick pairs by 

the Hartree−Fock SCF approach is relatively costly. Available semi-empirical methods do 

not provide a reliable alternative since the underlying wave functions are not accurate 

4.4   Conclusion 
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enough as demonstrated by test calculations. As an alternative, one may construct a semi-

empirical method that aims at more accurate estimates of electronic matrix elements in 

order to achieve a more quantitative approach to the time variation of the electronic 

coupling between nucleobase pairs in DNA. Second, force fields such as AMBER 95 used 

here are parameterized to reproduce the structure of biophysical systems under standard 

conditions. They may provide only an approximate description of the structural 

consequences of localized nucleobase cations on Watson−Crick pairs as well as on the 

local structure of DNA when a localized electron hole interacts with phosphate groups of 

the DNA backbone. Such effects likely require a combined quantum mechanics/molecular 

mechanics approach.189  

The study described here190 demonstrated for the first time that structural 

fluctuations have to be taken into account in a quantitative description of the charge 

migration in DNA and it provides guidelines for constructing a more sophisticated 

theoretical approach.  
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Chapter 5 
 

Estimate of the Reorganization Energy  

 
5.1 Introduction  
 

A recent experimental investigation of the apparently anomalous distance dependence of 

charge transfer rates in DNA duplexes containing a covalently appended acridinium 

chromophore revealed that, in addition to the electronic coupling, the solvent 

reorganization energy can influence the distance dependence of the charge transfer rate in 

an essential fashion.191 On the basis of measured activation energies, the reorganization 

energy λ for different donor−acceptor distances was estimated.45 In the following we will 

focus mainly on the calculation of the solvent contribution λs for hole transfer in a number 

of DNA duplexes. Evaluation of the solvent contribution λs for electron transfer was 

considered in detail previously,48,191 and particular applications to DNA have been reported 

recently.13,162 

Tavernier and Fayer66 studied the effects of dielectric heterogeneity (both in DNA 

and its environment) on λs for charge transfer in DNA, employing model calculations 

based on a total of four different zones (three distinct dielectric zones surrounding the 

donor d and acceptor a sites), and with the electric displacement field approximated by the 

vacuum field. Note that the term “zone” refers to a region of fixed dielectric constant, 

which in general may involve spatially disjoint components, e.g. as in the case of zone 1, 

displayed in Figure 5.1. Subject to this approximation, λs may be formulated additively in 

terms of contributions obtained for individual dielectric zones. The authors compared their 

results with experimental data of Lewis et al.192 and concluded that the distance 
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dependence of λs must be taken into account when interpreting the experimental data on 

DNA-mediated charge transfer in the range Rda < 15 Å. These calculations66 may be 

expected to overestimate the reorganization energy somewhat because a rather large value 

of the static dielectric constant, ε = 12.4, was assigned to the base stack zone, in contrast to 

other estimates in the range of 2 to 4.193 Furthermore, the geometry of the DNA fragment 

and its environment were kept fixed,66 and the possible role of structural fluctuations was 

not considered. Such fluctuations may be significant for the interaction of DNA with 

surrounding counterions and water molecules.193 Thus, for understanding of the charge-

transfer kinetics, it is of interest to estimate the significance of these effects.  

The physical framework for a quantitative treatment of charge transfer in DNA has 

also been considered recently by Beratan and coworkers.12,13 They evaluated λs for several 

DNA-based systems, using a model comprised of two dielectric zones; a DNA zone with 

ε = 4 (ε = 2 was also considered) and a solvent zone with ε = 81.13 Once again, a 

significant increase of λs with Rda was obtained, roughly linear for the case of one to three 

A·T base pairs between holes localized on single guanine d and a sites (1.1–1.5 eV).13 

Solvation energetics was shown to favor localization of the hole, although delocalization 

over two or three guanines may be energetically feasible, depending on the details of the 

DNA and its environment.12  

 In the vicinity of DNA, namely in the “bound water” zone, the local dielectric 

constant deviates from the bulk value as a consequence of the much lower mobility of 

water molecules which interact with charged and polar groups of DNA. Beveridge et 

al.111,162 studied the dielectric behavior of solvent water and found in particular that the 

average dielectric constant in the zone within 3 Å from DNA is considerably lower than 

that of the bulk water. The structure of the “bound water” zone was also recently explored 

in terms of X-ray diffraction data,194 yielding a picture in which the chain of phosphates is 

surrounded by two solvation shells of regular geometry. The first layer is partially 

occupied by counterions, and because of site-specific binding of cations, the structure of 

this “spine” depends on the DNA sequence.194 

Here we report calculations of λs for hole transport in DNA duplexes, using a 

heterogeneous dielectric model which exploits recent estimates of zone-specific dielectric 

constants (both within the DNA itself and within its aqueous environment) obtained from 

the analysis of molecular dynamics (MD) simulations.111,162,195 Our calculations employ 
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the new Delphi Poisson equation solver.196,197 The relevant structures for DNA and 

aqueous solvent were taken from MD simulations, which also permitted us to evaluate the 

effect of structural fluctuations on λs. In this study, we used the duplex fragments 

5 -′ GGGTnGGG -3′  (n = 0–6).  

 

5.2 Details of calculation  
 

5.2.1 Solvent reorganization energy 

 

The calculation of λs for hole transfer between donor and acceptor was based on a scheme 

described previously73,74 (Section 2.2.2) in which the dielectric function (generally a 

spatially varying quantity, ε(r)) is treated in a piecewise fashion as constant within each of 

k zones: εj (j = 1–k). λs for a charge transfer process is the difference of solvation energies 

Esolv calculated using static and optical dielectric constants, st
kε and op

kε  (see Section 2.2),  

( ) ( )op op op st st st
s solv 1 2 if solv 1 2 if, ,..., , , ,..., ,k kE Eλ = ε ε ε ∆ − ε ε ε ∆q q        (5.1) 

where if f i∆ = −q q q  represents the difference of the charge distributions for the initial and 

final states of the d and a sites.73,74 The quantities qi and qf are vectors corresponding to a 

point charge representation of the charge distributions (one atom-centered charge for each 

heavy atom, to which the charge of any bonded H atoms has been added). For each hole 

state, the set of q’s (qi or qf) sums to +1e, where e is the magnitude of the electronic 

charge. In the results reported below, the q’s are based on a Mulliken population analysis; 

alternative charges, such as those based on electrostatic potentials, yielded very similar 

results for λs, i.e. larger ~1% compared to that given by Mulliken population analysis. In 

most cases, the d and a hole states were confined to single guanine (G) sites, indicated by a 

designator in italics; e.g., 5 -′ GG+GTnGGG -3′  and 5 -′ GGGTnGG+G -3′ . We also 

considered some cases where the hole is delocalized over two guanine units.  

The solvation energies were calculated using the program Delphi II,196,197 which 

employs a finite difference solver of the Poisson equation for systems comprised of 

multiple zones with different dielectric constants. The sodium counterions were included 

explicitly in the Delphi II calculations.76,198  

5.2   Details of calculation 
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Figure 5.1 Sketch of five dielectric zones: (1) donor (d) and acceptor (a), (2) other 

nucleobases of the DNA π-stack, (3) sugar-phosphate backbone, (4) “bound water” within 

3 Å from the surface of DNA, (5) bulk water. The following parameters of the dielectric 

model are shown: box size l, length s of the system (DNA oligomer and bound water), 

minimum distance b between the system and the edge of the box, and distance Rda between 

donor and acceptor.  

 

Each system under consideration was divided into five dielectric zones as shown in 

Figure 5.1. For the d and a zones, the static and optical dielectric constants were taken as 
st
1ε  = op

1ε  = 1. The next two zones corresponded to bases and sugar-phosphate backbone, 

respectively. Based on previous results,195 the static dielectric constants of these zones 

were assigned the values 3.4 and 20.6, respectively. A value of 2 was used for the 

corresponding optical dielectric constants, op
2ε  = op

3ε  = 2. Two types of water zone were 

considered, to take into account the fact that water molecules near DNA exhibit a reduced 

mobility compared to bulk water. A zone of “bound water” was constructed as a shell of 

thickness 3 Å, adjacent to the surface of the DNA fragment (corresponding roughly to the 
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first hydration shell.111,194 Because the static dielectric constant of such bound water is not 

precisely determined, we carried out calculations using five different values of st
4ε : 2, 4, 8, 

32, and 80. For the bulk water zone, the value st
5ε  = 80 was used. The optical dielectric 

constant of water was taken as op
4ε  = op

5ε  = 1.8.  

In all calculations with Delphi II, we used a cubic lattice with 201 grid points in 

each dimension and a scale parameter of 2 grid points/Å (distance p = 0.5 Å between grid 

points), yielding a box size of 100 Å. This box size is large enough to accommodate all 

DNA fragments considered here. The dielectric boundary between DNA and the solvent 

was taken as the molecular surface, defined by a 1.4 Å probe sphere rolling on atomic 

spheres with radii RH = 1.0, RC = 1.7, RN = 1.5, RO = 1.4, RNa+ = 1.8, and RP = 2.0 Å.75 The 

calculated λs results were based on snapshot structures extracted from MD trajectories, 

from which averaged λs values were then obtained.  

 

5.2.2 Internal reorganization energy 

 

The internal reorganization energy λi was calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G(d) level.167 For 

radical cation states, the unrestricted Kohn-Sham method was applied. To estimate λi for 

the charge transfer process,70,71 the following terms were computed for donor and acceptor: 

(1) energies of neutral species at optimized geometries, 0 ( )E d  and 0 ( )E a , (2) energies of 

the corresponding radical cations at optimized geometries, ( )E d +
+  and ( )E a+

+ , (3) 

energies of neutral d and a, calculated at the geometries of the corresponding cation 

radicals, ( )E d+  and ( )E a+ , and (4) the energies 0 ( )E d +  and 0 ( )E a+  of the oxidized states 

d+ and a+ at the geometries of corresponding neutral molecules. Then λi for the charge 

transfer reaction d a d a+ ++ → +  is a sum of the reorganization energies of donor and 

acceptor, i i i( ) ( )d aλ = λ + λ , where d and a were taken as single G·C pair in vacuo. The 

reorganization energy can be defined both from the side of reactants 

i 0 0(X) (X ) (X)E E+′λ = −  and from the side of products i (X) (X) (X )E E +
+ +′′λ = − , where X  

= d, a. The averaged energy λi(X) is  

i 0 0
1(X) (X) (X ) (X ) (X)
2

E E E E+ +
+ + λ = − + −  .            (5.2) 

5.2   Details of calculation 
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5.3 Results and discussion 
 

5.3.1 Sensitivity to parameters of the dielectric model 

 

We performed several tests to check the sensitivity of the λs values to parameters of the 

dielectric model used in the Delphi II calculations: the box length l, related to the shortest 

distance, b, between the edge of the system and the box boundary (Figure 5.1), and the 

distance p between grid points. Three B-DNA duplexes of different overall length s and 

donor−acceptor distance Rda were considered:  

(i) 5 -′ GGGTGGG -3′ , with Rda = 13.5 Å and s = 35 Å 

(ii) 5 -′ GGGTTTTTTGGG -3′ , with Rda = 30.4 Å and s = 53 Å 

(iii) 5 -′ AGTGTGGGTTGTTGGGTTATT -3′ , with Rda = 27.0 Å and s = 83 Å. 

Each system was placed at the middle of a cube of length l = 2b + s, where b ranged from 

3 Å to 25 Å. Calculations were performed with grid parameter p ranging from 0.2 Å to 

1.6 Å.  

Calculated data for the duplex 5 -′ GGGTGGG -3′  are given in the Table 5.1. When 

varying the parameters of the model, we found the results to be very robust, with λs 

remaining almost unchanged when the grid parameter p increased from 0.2 Å to 1.0 Å. As 

expected, the magnitudes obtained were also insensitive to the distance b over the range 

studied. Furthermore, the calculations on larger duplexes, namely 5 -′ GGGTTTTTT-

GGG -3′  and 5 -′ AGTGTGGGTTGTTGGGTTATT -3′  (see Table 5.1), also support the 

conclusion that the calculated values of λs are practically independent of the parameters of 

the model. Changes over a large range in parameter space were at most 1 kcal/mol or 

below 3% (Table 5.1). However, we do not recommend to use a grid parameter p > 1.0 Å. 

 

5.3.2 Solvent reorganization energy 

 

Rigid duplexes 

Let us first consider the λs results obtained for duplexes of ideal structure (Table 5.2). Note 

that these values λs and their standard deviations reported in tables below were obtained by  
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Table 5.1 Solvent reorganization energy λs (in kcal/mol) calculated with different box 

lengths l and grid parameters p for rigid duplexes. Donor and acceptor sites are indicated in 

italics. 

• Duplex 5 -′ GGGTGGG -3′  

l (Å) b (Å) λs 
  p (Å) = 0.2 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.6 

41   3       43.8 43.9 44.0 44.1 44.2 44.8 

45   5       43.8 43.9 44.0 44.0 44.2 44.8 

55 10       43.8 43.8 43.9 44.0 44.1 44.8 

65 15       43.8 43.8 43.9 44.0 44.1 44.8 

75 20       43.8 43.8 43.9 44.0 44.1 44.8 

85 25       43.8 43.8 43.9 44.0 44.1 44.8 
 

• Duplex 5 -′ GGGTTTTTTGGG -3′  

l (Å) b (Å) λs 
  p (Å) = 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.6 

  59   3        50.7 50.8 50.9 51.0 51.7 

  63   5        50.7 50.8 50.9 51.0 51.7 

  73 10        50.7 50.7 50.9 50.9 51.7 

  83 15        50.6 50.7 50.8 50.9 51.6 

  93 20        50.6 50.7 50.8 50.9 51.6 

103 25        50.6 50.7 50.8 50.9 51.6 
 

• Duplex 5 -′ AGTGTGGGTTGTTGGGTTATT -3′  

l (Å) b (Å) λs 
  p (Å) = 0.3 0.5 0.7 1.0 1.6 

  89   3        49.3 49.4 49.5 49.5 50.1 

  93   5        49.3 49.4 49.5 49.5 50.1 

103 10        49.3 49.3 49.4 49.5 50.1 

113 15  49.3 49.4 49.5 50.1 

123 20  49.3 49.4 49.4 50.0 

133 25  49.3 49.4 49.4 50.0 

5.3   Results and discussion 
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Table 5.2 Solvent reorganization energy λs (in kcal/mol) calculated for hole transfer 

between guanine units (G) within the rigid duplexes 5 -′ GGGTnGGG -3′  (n = 0−6), for 

different values of the dielectric constant st
4ε  of the “bound water” zone.  

λs
 

n Rda (Å) st
4ε  = 2 4 8 32 80 

0     3.4a 17.4 ± 0.8 21.4 ± 0.4 24.3 ± 0.9 27.9 ± 1.3 29.0 ± 1.5 

0     6.8a 27.9 ± 0.7 32.4 ± 0.5 35.8 ± 1.0 40.3 ± 1.4 41.8 ± 1.6 

0   10.1a 33.6 ± 0.8 37.8 ± 0.5 41.2 ± 1.0 45.6 ± 1.4 47.1 ± 1.6 

1 13.5 36.2 ± 0.7 40.6 ± 0.4 44.0 ± 0.6 48.2 ± 0.7 50.1 ± 0.8 

2 16.9 38.4 ± 0.6 42.9 ± 0.3 46.5 ± 0.5 51.1 ± 0.7 52.7 ± 0.8 

3 20.3 39.7 ± 0.7 44.3 ± 0.4 48.0 ± 0.6 52.7 ± 0.9 54.4 ± 1.0 

4 23.7 40.8 ± 0.7 45.4 ± 0.4 48.9 ± 0.5 53.5 ± 0.7 55.2 ± 0.7 

5 27.0 42.1 ± 0.8 46.7 ± 0.5 50.2 ± 0.7 54.7 ± 1.0 56.3 ± 1.1 

6 30.4 42.9 ± 0.6 47.5 ± 0.3 51.0 ± 0.5 55.4 ± 0.9 57.2 ± 1.0 

a Different donor−acceptor separations were considered for the 6-mer 5 -′ G1G2G3G4-

G5G6 -3′  duplex: 3.4 Å (G3G4), 6.8 Å (G2G4) and 10.1 Å (G2G5). 

 

averaging over 100 snapshots selected for every 10 ps of a 1 ns MD trajectory. These 

include the 6-mer duplex 5 -′ G1G2G3G4G5G6 -3′  with several assumed d and a sites and 

associated Rda values: 3.4 Å (G3G4), 6.8 Å (G2G4) and 10.1 Å (G2G5). A broad range of 

assumed values for the dielectric constant of the bound water zone were also considered 

( st
4ε  = 2, 4, 8, 32 and 80). The quantitative influence of this parameter is displayed in Table 

5.2. For example, in the 6-mer, λs for hole transfer between d and a sites separated by two 

base pairs (Rda = 10.1 Å) was calculated at 33.6, 37.8, 41.2, 45.6, and 47.1 kcal/mol when 
st
4ε  was 2, 4, 8, 32 and 80, respectively, thus increasing by roughly a factor of 1.4 over this 

interval of st
4ε . The dependence of λs on Rda calculated with different st

4ε  is shown in Figure 

5.2. As expected, a sharp dependence of λs on Rda is found, most pronounced at short 

separations (Rda < 15 Å), and leveling off beyond 20 Å; e.g., for st
4ε  = 32, λs was calculated 

at 27.9 kcal/mol and 48.2 kcal/mol when Rda was 3.4 Å and 13.5 Å, respectively. In the 

following discussion we will focus on the results computed with st
4ε  = 32, a value 
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comparable to the mean of the range of values within the first hydration shell obtained by 

Beveridge et al.162 In all cases, the first hydration shell (zone 4) generated by the MD 

simulations was found to contain about ~10% of the Na+ counterions.  
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Figure 5.2 Dependence of the solvent reorganization energy λs on the distance Rda 

between donor and acceptor sites. Calculated results for different values of st
4ε . The data 

were fitted with the function st
4( ) exp( )daA B CRε − − , with B = 42 kcal/mol, and C = 0.14 

Å−1; for values of A, see Table 5.6. For alternative fits in Rda
−1, see Figures 5.4 and 5.5.  

 

We now consider the degree of localization expected for guanine-based hole states, 

particularly with respect to the guanine triads dealt with in the present study. There is, of 

course, a close relationship between localization, solvation, and reorganization effects. 

Because the redox potentials of the guanine moieties in the GGG triads are similar,33 the 

charge can delocalize over more than one guanine. On the other hand, since the polar 

environment tends to localize the hole,12 an increase in medium polarity will increase λs 

due to both the larger solvent dielectric constant and the greater degree of localization of 

the hole. This tendency has been observed in recent theoretical studies which found hole 

states over one to three adjacent guanines to be energetically accessible at room 

temperature in the presence of a polar medium.12 We have estimated the effect of charge 

delocalization on λs for several systems, as illustrated in Table 5.3. In both initial and final 

5.3   Results and discussion 
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states of the d and a sites, the hole was assumed to be equally distributed over the first two 

guanines of the triad (the 5′  and central guanines). An example of results supporting this 

assignment of charge is given by in vacuo HF/6-31G* calculations within the Koopmans’ 

approximation, which yielded a hole distribution in the duplex TG1G2G3T localized on G1 

(39%) and G2 (59%). For the case of such delocalized holes, the effective donor−acceptor 

distance can be estimated as the mean value: ( ) / 4da d a d a d a d aR R R R R′ ′ ′′ ′ ′ ′′ ′′ ′′= + + + , where d ′  

and d ′′  are two neighboring guanines of the donor site and a′  and a′′  are neighboring G 

units of the acceptor site. Comparing λs values obtained for localized (Table 5.2) and 

delocalized (Table 5.3) hole states with common Rda values and with st
4ε  = 32, one notes 

that charge delocalization leads to a consistent decrease of the reorganization energy by 

~12 kcal/mol, almost independent of the donor−acceptor separation. For instance, for Rda = 

16.9 Å we calculated λs at 51.1 and 39.6 kcal/mol for localized and delocalized holes, 

respectively. 

 

Table 5.3 Effect of hole delocalization on the solvent reorganization energy λs (in 

kcal/mol), calculated with st
4ε  = 32 for the rigid duplexes 5 -′ GGG(T)nGGG -3′ , n = 0–6.a  

n Rda
b (Å)                          λs

 

0    6.8c 27.1 ± 0.8 

0  10.1c 33.5 ± 0.8 

1 13.5 37.0 ± 0.5 

2 16.9 39.6 ± 0.5 

3 20.3 41.1 ± 0.5 

4 23.7 42.0 ± 0.5 

5 27.0 42.8 ± 0.6 

6 30.4 43.8 ± 0.6 

a The hole is distributed equally over adjacent guanines in the GG donor and acceptor sites. 

b Rda is the mean distance between the GG donor and acceptor sites. 
c In the 6-mer 5 -′ G1G2G3G4G5G6 -3′  duplex, two donor−acceptor separations were 

considered: Rda = 6.8 Å between (G2G3) and (G4G5) and Rda = 10.1 Å between (G1G2) 

and (G4G5).  
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 In other calculations we have examined the sensitivity of λs for a given Rda value to 

the chemical nature of the d and a bases, finding that for adenine bases, λs is consistently 

larger, by ~1−2 kcal/mol, than the λs values obtained for guanines; e.g., at Rda = 10.1 and 
st
4ε  = 32, the results are 46.9 kcal/mol for adenine (Table 5.4) and 45.6 kcal/mol for 

guanine (Table 5.2). However, hole states localized on adenine may be appreciably higher 

in energy than those localized on guanine, and in such a case the nature of their role in 

thermal hole transport would require a detailed kinetic analysis.199  

 

Table 5.4 Solvent reorganization energy λs (in kcal/mol) for varying st
4ε  of the rigid 

duplex 3 -′ CCCA4A5A6A7A8A9CCC -5′ , calculated for different values st
4ε  of the dielectric 

constant of the “bound water” zone (see text). Various adenine bases act as donor d and 

acceptor a.  

d−a Rda (Å) λs 
  st

4ε   =   2       4       8      32       80 

A6−A7   3.4 18.2 ± 0.7 22.1 ± 0.5 24.8 ± 0.8 28.3 ± 1.3 29.5 ± 1.6

A5−A7   6.8 28.8 ± 0.8 33.2 ± 0.5 36.5 ± 0.9 40.9 ± 1.5 42.2 ± 1.9

A5−A8 10.1 34.8 ± 0.8 39.2 ± 0.6 42.3 ± 1.0 46.9 ± 1.5 48.5 ± 2.0

A4−A8 13.5 37.9 ± 0.9 42.1 ± 0.6 45.5 ± 1.0 49.7 ± 1.6 51.3 ± 2.1

A4−A9 16.9 40.3 ± 0.9 44.7 ± 0.7 48.2 ± 1.1 52.6 ± 1.7 53.9 ± 2.1
 

The calculations discussed so far involved fixed structures for the DNA fragments, 

and the small fluctuations in λs magnitudes (Table 5.2) are due to fluctuations of the DNA 

environment. More specifically, the number of water molecules found within the cutoff 

distance of 3 Å (the “bound water” zone) were 170 ± 5, 195 ± 5, 223 ± 5, 251 ± 7, 278 ± 7, 

302 ± 8, and 328 ± 6 for duplexes 5 -′ GGGTnGGG -3′ , n = 0, 1, ..., 6, respectively. These 

fluctuations lead to small changes of the zone boundaries of our model (Figure 5.1) and 

thus, to variations of λs.  

 

 

 

 

5.3   Results and discussion 
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Flexible duplexes 

Unconstrained MD simulations, in which structural fluctuations of the DNA fragments 

were allowed, yielded λs values within ~1 kcal/mol (Table 5.5) of the corresponding values 

based on rigid ideal DNA structures. Taking into account structural changes of the 

duplexes and further averaging of results allows to minimize any numerical inaccuracy of 

the Delphi solver because of different placement of the DNA duplex relative to the grid.76 

Furthermore, the standard deviations due to fluctuations in the unconstrained cases are 

quite similar in magnitude (≤ 1 kcal/mol) to those for the rigid systems (Table 5.2), where 

only the solvent fluctuations contribute. The following discussion, therefore, deals only 

with the results obtained for rigid duplexes.  

 

Table 5.5 Solvent reorganization energy λs (in kcal/mol) calculated for hole transfer 

between two guanine units G within the flexible duplexes 5 -′ GGGTnGGG -3′  (n = 0, 2, 4, 

6), for different values of the dielectric constant st
4ε  of the “bound water” zone.  

n Rda (Å) λs 
  st

4ε  = 2 4 8 32 80 

0    3.4 ± 0.3a 18.7 ± 1.2 22.7 ± 1.0 25.7 ± 1.1 29.3 ± 1.4 30.4 ± 1.5 

0    6.8 ± 0.5a 28.8 ± 1.2 33.4 ± 1.0 36.9 ± 1.0 41.3 ± 1.3 42.9 ± 1.4 

0  10.2 ± 0.5a 34.2 ± 1.2 38.7 ± 0.9 42.3 ± 1.0 46.8 ± 1.3 48.4 ± 1.4 

2 16.9 ± 0.5 38.7 ± 1.1 43.3 ± 0.7 46.9 ± 0.8 51.4 ± 1.2 53.0 ± 1.3 

4 23.6 ± 0.6 40.7 ± 1.1 45.4 ± 0.7 48.9 ± 0.8 53.6 ± 1.2 55.3 ± 1.3 

6 30.2 ± 0.6 42.7 ± 1.0 47.3 ± 0.6 50.9 ± 0.7 55.3 ± 1.0 57.1 ± 1.1 

a Various donor−acceptor separations were considered for the 6-mer 5′-G1G2G3G4G5G6-3′ 

duplex: 3.4 Å (G3G4), 6.8 Å (G2G4) and 10.1 Å (G2G5).  

 

Contribution of different dielectric zones 

The λs calculations reported here, based on a multi-zone dielectric model implemented 

with Delphi II,196,197 do not permit a rigorous additive partitioning into contributions from 

the individual zones, in contrast to previous models in which the displacement field was 
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approximated by the vacuum field.66 That work treated a multi-zone case additively by 

combining results obtained from two-zone calculations based on the original Delphi 

code.200 Contributions for isolated zones are not well-defined, since the displacement field 

in one zone depends on the details of the full multi-zone dielectric system. These “image 

effects” are implicitly included in calculations carried out with the Delphi II code, which 

uses a scalar charge density/electrostatic potential formulation, equivalent to one based on 

displacement fields. 

Bearing in mind the above considerations, we have nevertheless explored 

approximate additivity schemes which might be useful in the present context. Consider the 

following expression, 

4

s s
1

( )
j

j
=

λ = λ∑              (5.3) 

where 

( ) ( )op op st st
s solv 1 if solv 1 if( ) , , , ,j j j jj E E+ +λ = ε ε ∆ − ε ε ∆q q    (5.4) 

and where the parameters in Eq. (5.4) are the same as defined for Eq. (5.1). In the simple 

case of a set of nested spherical dielectric zones, in which the scalar ∆qif represents the 

shift in magnitude of a single point charge at the center, Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) give an exact 

partitioning of the total λs into contributions from each 1j j +  zone interface (j = 1−4). 

Applied, for example, to the rigid duplex 5 -′ GGGTTGGG -3′  included in the present study 

(with st
4ε  = 32), we obtained s ( )jλ  values, 22.1, 18.5, 3.6, and 0.4 kcal/mol, respectively, 

for j = 1−4. The sum of these contributions (44.6 kcal/mol) is within 15% of the value 51.3 

kcal/mol given by the full calculation, Eq. (5.1). Note that the result of 51.3 kcal/mol, 

based on a single “snapshot” structure, is very close to the mean value given in Table 5.2 

(51.1 kcal/mol). It warrants further study to explore how useful Eqs. (5.3) and (5.4) or 

other partitioning schemes may be in the present context.  

 

Decay parameter 

Experimental studies of the distance dependence of hole transfer through DNA indicate4−6 

that the corresponding rate constants in several cases exhibit an overall exponential decay 

with donor−acceptor distance, Rda:  
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Table 5.6 Non-linear fitted parameters and their standard deviations (S. D.) of λs as 

function of Rda (Figure 5.2), ( )s expi daA B CRλ = − − , i = 1−5, where B = 42 kcal/mol, C = 

0.14 Å−1, and Ai (in kcal/mol).  

st
4ε  Ai S. D. 

  2 43.0 0.5 

  4 47.5 0.4 

  8 51.0 0.4 

32 55.3 0.6 

80 57.0 0.7 
 

 

0( ) exp( )da dak R k R= −β          (5.5) 

where the decay parameter β depends on the nature of the d and a sites and the intervening 

bridge. Since the electronic coupling and the reorganization energy participate in separate 

factors in Eq. (2.1), the parameter β in Eq. (5.5) can be expressed approximately as a sum 

of two terms β = βel + βs. Note that the Boltzmann factor in Eq. (2.1) contains only a 

reorganization contribution, because ∆Go = 0 for the thermoneutral charge shift processes 

dealt with here. It is of interest to know the extent to which β parameters may be viewed as 

global constants over a broad range of Rda, an issue which may be addressed on the basis of 

theoretical calculations. The parameter βel can be estimated on the basis of quantum 

chemical calculations of the electronic coupling matrix elements.11,201 Here we consider the 

second parameter, βs, which reflects the distance-dependence of λs. For the purpose of 

numerical fitting, this dependence on Rda is accurately expressed as (see Figure 5.2) 

s (kcal/mol) exp( )i daA B CRλ ≈ − − , where Rda is in Å. The parameters Ai (i = 1−5 for st
4ε  = 

2, 4, 8, 32 and 80), B, and C were obtained simultaneously using a non-linear least-squares 

fitting procedure. The resulting values are Ai = 43.0, 47.5, 51.0, 55.3, and 57.0 kcal/mol for 
st
4ε  = 2, 4, 8, 32 and 80, respectively, B = 42 kcal/mol, and C = 0.14 Å−1 (see Table 5.6). 

We may now express βs as: s ln da dad k d R′= −β , where dak′  denotes the Boltzmann factor 

on the right-hand side of Eq. (2.1). Since ∆Go = 0 and λi is taken as independent of Rda (see 

below), the resulting expression for βs is 1
s (Å ) 2.5exp( 0.14 )daR− ≈ −β . For systems with 

one intervening base pair between d and a sites (Rda ~6.8 Å), βs is quite large (~1.0 Å−1), 
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but it is nearly an order of magnitude smaller (0.15 Å−1) for systems containing five 

intervening pairs between d and a sites (Rda ~20 Å). 

 

5.3.3 Internal reorganization energy 

 

The internal reorganization energy was calculated at the B3LYP/6-31G* level for A·T and 

G·C units. For hole transfer between two G·C base pairs, we obtained λi = 16.6 kcal/mol; 

hole transfer between two A·T pairs yields a notably smaller value, λi = 10.2 kcal/mol.  

Since ∆Go = 0, the activation barrier for the charge shift process can be taken as 

s i( ) 4λ + λ ; see Eq. (2.2). Combining λi = 16.6 kcal/mol with the λs values from Table 5.2 

(for st
4ε  = 32) yields activation energies for charge transfer in the duplex 

5 -′ GGGTnGGG -3′  ranging from 16.2 kcal/mol for n = 1 to 18.0 kcal/mol for n = 6.  

 

5.3.4 Comparison with other λs estimates 

 

Figure 5.3 compares λs values for hole transfer between GGG moieties in DNA, calculated 

with different dielectric models, all with hole states confined to single guanine moieties. 

The estimated values vary considerably among the different schemes. For systems with a 

d−a separation of ~10 Å (two intervening nucleobase pairs), λs ranges from ~31 kcal/mol, 

calculated by Tong et al.,13 to ~69 kcal/mol, as calculated by Tavernier and Fayer,66 

whereas the present calculations yield the value 45.6 kcal/mol (with st
4ε  = 32). As already 

discussed, delocalization of the hole over two bases can decrease the reorganization 

parameter by ~12 kcal/mol, yielding results that happen to be rather close to those of Tong 

et al. (see Figure 5.3), which involved a notably different (two-zone) model with holes 

localized on single guanine bases.13 For systems with at least one intervening nucleobase 

pair between d and a sites, and with hole states localized on single guanines (Rda ≥ 7 Å), 

the λs values calculated in the present work based on estimates of dielectric constants 

obtained from analysis of MD simulations162,195 are systematically larger by ~15 kcal/mol 

than the corresponding values obtained by Tong et al.13 while at the same time being 

systematically smaller by ~25 kcal/mol than the results of Tavernier and Fayer.66 These 

differences may be attributed to differing definitions of the dielectric zones (both the 
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structure and the dielectric constants) used to describe the response of the DNA and its 

environment to the charge transfer process.  
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Figure 5.3 Solvent reorganization energies calculated with different dielectric models for 

charge transfer between nucleobases in DNA: a and b – results of Tavernier and Fayer66 

calculated with st
2ε  = 12 and 4 for the nucleobase zone, respectively, c and d – data 

obtained in the present study with st
4ε  = 32 for localized and delocalized holes, 

respectively, and e – data obtained by Tong et al.13 using the stε  = 4 for all DNA zones.  

 

We have emphasized the sensitivity of the calculated values of λs to the choice of 

the dielectric constants, in particular for the “bound water” zone (see Figure 5.2). Although 

computational studies of DNA provide estimates of dielectric constants for different zones 

of solvated DNA,162,195 significant uncertainties remain concerning the construction of a 

multi-zone dielectric model, including the degree to which distinct zones may be 

meaningfully distinguished. In the present five-zone model, the sugar and phosphate 

fragments in DNA are treated as one zone with mean dielectric constant set to 20.6, 

whereas distinct zones (with dielectric constants of 2 and 33, respectively) were identified 

in Ref. 195. Tavernier and Fayer66 employed a four-zone model in which all water was 

treated as bulk, and Tong et al.13 assigned a mean dielectric constant to the entire DNA 

duplex. Of course, ultimately one desires a molecular-level treatment beyond the dielectric 
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continuum framework. Similar to our calculations, Ratner and co-workers202 have recently 

studied λs of synthetic DNA hairpins with a stilbene chromophore. However, in that paper, 

neither the various zones nor the dielectric constants were specified. Also, the van der 

Waals atomic radii used203 (2.9, 3.3, 3.2, 3.0 and 3.8 Å for atoms H, C, N, O and P, 

respectively) are considerably larger than the corresponding parameters used by us (1.0, 

1.7, 1.5, 1.4 and 2.0 Å, respectively). As a result, Ratner et al. calculated smaller 

reorganization energies than in our work: their values increase from 5 kcal/mol to 25 

kcal/mol when Rda increases from 3.6 Å to 16.8 Å. Although these values agree better with 

experimental findings,6,69 there is no independent justification for such a choice of radii.  

Another issue concerns the spatial extent of the different dielectric zones, especially 

the d and a sites. It is thus of interest to consider simple models which help to gauge the 

effective size of these latter sites. We first attempted to model the λs data in terms of the 

simple two-sphere model of Marcus, where λs is given as (see Eq. (2.9))72 

2

s op st

1 1 2 1 1
2 d a da

q
r r R

 ∆  λ = + − −  ε ε  
      (5.6) 

Here rd and ra are the effective radii of donor and acceptor and ∆q is the magnitude of the 

point charge which is transferred from the center of one sphere to the other. The formula is 

applicable to non-intersecting spheres, ( )da d aR r r> + . Aside from the structural 

simplification entailed in the two-sphere model for present purposes, we note that 

corrections of the form 4 6
4 6/ / ...da daC R C R+ +  should be added to Eq. (5.6) when the 

spheres come into contact or begin to overlap.204 Inclusion of the first correction term 

allows all of the present λs data (including the contact case at Rda = 3.4 Å) to be fitted 

accurately (Table 5.7 and Figure 5.4). As noted above, the exponential form is quite 

accurate for describing the calculated dependence of λs on Rda (Table 5.6) and convenient 

from a practical point of view, although no physical justification can be given. According 

to Eq. (5.6), λs should decrease linearly with 1/Rda. Previous computational studies 

involving d−a systems departing strongly from a simple two-sphere geometry73,74,205 

reveal, nevertheless, that the form of Eq. (5.6) may account quite well for the Rda 

dependence of λs while at the same time providing definitions of effective d and a radii. 

Figure 5.5 shows that, indeed, the λs data calculated with the present five-zone dielectric 

model is linear in 1/Rda for Rda ≥ 6.8 Å (see also Table 5.8). Moreover, the Marcus two-
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sphere model can be employed to rationalize why delocalization of the hole over two 

guanine units reduces λs in a manner almost independent of the Rda. From this point of 

view delocalization of the transferring charge over neighboring bases would imply an 

increase of the effective radii of d and a sites (rd and ra , respectively).  
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Figure 5.4 Non-linear fit of s 4i
da da

G HF
R R

λ = − +  as function of Rda
−1; the distance Rda = 

3.4 Å was taken into account. Fitting parameters are listed in Table 5.7.  

 

 

Table 5.7 Results of the non-linear fit of λs as function of Rda
−1 (see also Figure 5.4); 

s 4i
da da

G HF
R R

λ = − + , i = 1−5, where G = 137 kcal/mol·Å, H = 1299 kcal/mol·Å4, and Fi (in 

kcal/mol).  

st
4ε  Fi S. D. 

  2 47.0 0.3 

  4 51.4 0.3 

  8 54.9 0.2 

32 59.3 0.3 

80 60.9 0.5 
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Figure 5.5 Calculated solvent reorganization energy λs as a function of Rda
−1 and the 

corresponding linear fit of function 1
s i i daD E R−λ = −  (based on data for n > 0). Fitting 

parameters are listed in Table 5.8.  

 

 

Table 5.8 A linear fit of λs as function of Rda
−1 including all cases except contact 

(Rda = 3.4 Å), see also Figure 5.5; 1
s i i daD E R−λ = − , i = 1−5, where Di (in kcal/mol) and Ei 

(in kcal/mol·Å).  

st
4ε  Di Ei S. D. 

  2 46.3 127.6 0.5 

  4 51.0 129.6 0.6 

  8 54.6 131.1 0.6 

32 59.1 131.9 0.7 

80 60.9 133.9 0.6 
 

Returning to the case of localized guanine holes, we find that the fits displayed in 

Figure 5.5 in conjunction with Eq. (5.6) yield (to within 10%) rd = ra = ~3 Å, where the 

dielectric factor (the last factor in Eq. (5.6)) has been assigned a value of 0.5; this is an 

approximate effective value representing the heterogeneous environment of the d and a 
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groups. Similar estimates are obtained from model two-zone Delphi calculations of either 

the solvation energy for a single guanine cation or λs for hole transfer between a pair of 

guanines. In each of these model calculations, the guanines were given the same molecular 

structure as employed in the five-zone calculations described above, and were immersed in 

a homogeneous aqueous solvent (εst = 80 and εop = 1.8). Fitting the Delphi results for 

solvation energy and λs, respectively, to one-sphere (Born) or two-sphere (Eq. (5.6)) 

models yield once again an effective guanine radius of ~3 Å. A value of this magnitude is 

appreciably larger than the radii (1.87 Å) assigned by Tavernier and Fayer to the spheres 

which constituted the d and a sites in their calculations;66 this difference may help to 

explain why their λs values are appreciably larger than the present values. 

Finally, we note a previous analysis205 of effective radii for atoms in solvated 

species. That study suggested to employ distinct radii for high-frequency and low-

frequency medium response. The resulting effective radii for low-frequency response were 

appreciably greater than the scaled van der Waals radii used for the high frequency part of 

the reaction field. This resulted in the corresponding reduction of λs values. 

 

5.4 Conclusion 
 

We carried out a computational study of the solvent reorganization energy λs for hole 

transfer through several DNA fragments with different donor−acceptor distances. We 

estimated λs as the difference of the solvation free energies, calculated with static and 

optical dielectric constants, by solving the Poisson equation for models comprised of five 

different dielectric zones. We showed λs to be rather sensitive to the parameters of the 

model, noting in particular, the influence of the dielectric constant ( st
4ε ) used for the 

“bound water” zone in the immediate vicinity of the DNA. We found λs for hole transfer 

between guanine units to increase rapidly at short donor−acceptor distances Rda < 15 Å. 

The Rda dependence of λs (for st
4ε  = 32 and with hole states confined to single guanines) 

can be accurately fitted by s (kcal/mol) 55 42λ ≈ − exp( 0.14 )daR− , with Rda in Å. The 

corresponding falloff parameter then becomes 1
s (Å ) 2.5exp( 0.14 )daR− ≈ −β , varying from 

~1.0 Å−1 for a system with one intermediate base pair between d and a sites, to 0.15 Å−1 for 
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systems with five intervening pairs. Delocalization of the hole states over two neighboring 

guanines causes λs to decrease by ~12 kcal/mol, almost independent of the d−a separation. 

The internal reorganization energy λi for hole transfer between G·C pairs was calculated at 

16.6 kcal/mol. The resulting calculated activation barrier for charge transfer, s i( ) 4λ + λ , 

increases only slightly with Rda, from 16.2 kcal/mol with one base pair between d and a to 

18.0 kcal/mol for six intervening base pairs.  

The distance dependence of λs found in the present and other recent theoretical 

studies13,66 is qualitatively consistent with the Arrhenius analysis of experimental kinetic 

data for hole transfer between an intercalated acridine derivative (hole donor) and 7-

deazaguanine (hole acceptor) separated by one or two (A·T) base pairs.45 On the other 

hand, no significant distance dependence of λs was indicated in the analysis of isothermal 

hole transfer in the hairpin duplexes studied by Lewis et al.6 Furthermore, in the present 

calculated magnitudes of λs are appreciably larger (30−50 kcal/mol for n = 0−3 intervening 

base pairs and st
4ε  = 32) than the estimates inferred from experiment (~10−40 kcal/mol for 

n = 0−3).6,45 Our data were calculated for thermoneutral charge transfer in unperturbed 

DNA duplexes and therefore cannot be compared in a fully quantitative fashion with 

kinetic data gained for systems with hairpin or intercalated chromophores. Clearly, solvent 

reorganization energies of charge transfer in DNA deserves further studies, both 

experimentally and theoretically. 
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6  

Chapter 6 
 

Environmental Effect on Oxidation Energetics and 

Driving Forces  

 
6.1 Introduction  
 

As described in Chapter 2, single-step superexchange is relevant for the short-range charge 

transfer whereas long-range hole migration along a π-stack of DNA (with charge 

displacements of up to 200 Å) can occur by propagating radical cation states between 

guanine bases (G) mediated by tunneling through intervening bridges of A·T base pairs 

(“G-hopping”). A previous study33 reported oxidation energies of DNA bases calculated 

for Watson−Crick pairs and their triads. These systems were calculated at regular 

geometries. For comparable environments, cation states of A+, T+ and C+ were computed at 

0.44, 1.28, and 1.55 eV, respectively, higher in energy than G+.33 These results agreed well 

with other quantum mechanical studies22−24 and experimental estimates.25 This suggests 

that G+ and other nucleobase radical cations are off-resonance and therefore charge transfer 

between G bases mediated by A·T pairs can occur via superexchange. However, as pointed 

out in Chapter 2, long-range hole transport over (A·T)n bridges when n > 4 can occur via 

“A-hopping”7,199,206 which implies thermally induced hole transfer from G+ to A of a 

bridge, followed by hole hopping to neighboring adenines. The Boltzmann factor 

exp(−∆/kBT) for thermally induced hole hopping from G+ to A (an energy gap ∆ of ~0.4 

eV), is 10−7 and should be very sensitive to variations of ∆.  
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 Since the states C+ and T+ are considerably higher in energy than G+ (energy gap ∆ 

of ~1 eV), it is highly unlikely that these states can serve as intermediates in charge 

transfer between guanines.  

In DNA, guanine triplets (G·C)3 are stronger hole acceptors than single G·C pairs 

embedded in A·T runs.34,207 This milestone result demonstrated that hole trapping by 

guanine is significantly affected by neighboring base pairs. The effects of neighboring 

pairs on radical cation states in the DNA π-stacks were systematically studied using 

quantum chemical calculations.33 Hole trapping by a base B in the duplex sequence 

5 -′ XBY -3′  was shown to be considerably affected by the subsequent base pair Y (with 

relative shifts up to 0.3 eV), whereas the effect of the preceding base pair X turned out to 

be rather small. In addition, recent modeling lead to the conclusion that the localization and 

energetics of an electron hole state in a DNA strand can be strongly affected by the 

configuration of neighboring sodium cations.208,209 Therefore, among other factors, the 

surrounding electrolyte has to be considered as source for changes in the electrostatic 

potential created in the interior of DNA that can influence the charge transfer.  

In this chapter, using an QM/MD approach we describe in detail the results of a 

computational study on the energetics of electron hole states in DNA and the role of 

different dynamical factors which influence the driving force for charge transfer between 

base pairs.  

 

6.1.1 Dynamics of DNA environment  

 

To understand the dynamics of water molecules and counterions around DNA, it is 

important to have detailed information about the time that water molecules or ions stay in a 

solvation shell of specific DNA site, called the residence time. The concept of a residence 

time of water molecules within a confined area α (e.g. minor groove) can be expressed in 

terms of a correlation function Cα(t):112,210−212  

max

0

*
, 0 0

1 1,

1 1( ) ( , ; )
wN t

i
i tw i

C t p t t t t
N N= =

= +∑ ∑α α
α

       (6.1) 

where *
, 0 0( , ; )ip t t t t+α  is the survival probability function that takes the value one if the ith 

water molecule is in the confined area in the interval from time t0 to t0 + t, and in the 
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interim it does not leave the solvation shell of the confined area for any continuous period 

longer than t*. Under all other circumstances, it is zero. It is not very clear how to choose 

the time period t*. Values of 1 ps or 2 ps have been used as water relaxation time, 

respectively, by Feig and Pettitt,112 and Impey et al.,210 whereas García and Stiller,211 and 

Rocchi et. al.212 used t* = 0. pα,i is summed up to the simulation time tmax and normalized 

by the number of times Nα,i at which a water molecule i is found within the confined area. 

A value pα,i = 0 is assumed if Nα,i = 0. The second summation, over i in Eq. (6.1),112 is 

done over all water molecules Nw for which the residence times are calculated. The 

function Cα(t) representing the average distribution of residence times corresponds to an 

exponential decay and, therefore, the residence times τ can be calculated by either fitting 

an exponential function210  

( ) exp( / )C t c t= − τα       (6.2) 

where c and τ are fitting parameters, or a linear fit according to212,213 

0ln ( ) ln ( ) /C t C t t= − τα α          (6.3) 

The residence time of counterions in the solvation shell at specific sites of DNA can be 

determined in similar fashion.  

 In studying the dynamics of water molecules, Forester and McDonald179 have 

shown that the mobility of water around DNA depends on the strength of DNA-water 

interaction. Water molecules were classified as strongly coordinated to a DNA site with the 

general trend of phosphate group > major groove > minor groove. This trend was derived 

from the radial distribution function (RDF), see Section 3.5, in which the RDF of 

phosphate-water showed a very sharp peak of the solvation shell in contrast to the peak of 

the RDF for water in the minor groove.179 In addition, Feig and Pettitt reported from their 

simulations that about 8.5 water molecules were found in the first solvation shell around a 

phosphate group, and 5.5 and 1.7 water molecules per base pair were found in the major 

groove and the minor groove, respectively.214 These values are consistent with the trend of 

water-DNA interaction described above. Feig and Pettitt214 also reported that the numbers 

of water molecules for hydrogen bond interactions with G·C and A·T pairs were 20.6 and 

19.3 water molecules, respectively. Such hydrogen bonding was considered using the 

following criterion: the X−H distance (X is nucleobase atom, and H and O are water 

atoms) should be shorter than 2.5 Å and the X-O-H angle should be larger than 135°. From 

6.1   Introduction 
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this findings, they concluded that water molecules interact stronger with a G·C pair than an 

A·T pair.  

 The distribution of counterions around DNA was also studied by Feig and Pettitt.112 

Similarly to the dynamics of water molecules, in average 0.65, 0.25 and 0.03 ions were 

found around each phosphate, major groove and minor groove of two base pairs, 

respectively. In the first solvation shell around GG·CC and AA·TT pairs, they found 1.77 

and 1.68 ions, respectively. Alternatively, residence times of 123, 280 and 960 ps were 

determined for sodium ions within the first solvation shell of DNA atoms. Shorter 

residence times of 14 to 36 ps were found for counterions in the major groove whereas 150 

to 280 ps were found at minor groove.112 The residence times around guanine bases were 

up to 160 ps, but only 20 to 30 ps near adenine bases. Consequently, the interaction of 

water molecules and sodium ions with guanine is considerably stronger than with adenine. 

As will be discussed later this difference is reflected by changing oxidation potentials of 

guanine and adenine bases.  

 

6.1.2 Oxidation Potentials of DNA Nucleobases 

 

DNA is a highly negatively charged biopolymer immersed in an electrolyte; it displays a 

remarkable sensitivity to the ionic and polar surroundings due to electrostatic effects.215 In 

a study by Kim and VeBreton,216 gas-phase ionization potentials (IPs) were calculated for 

anionic clusters of the constitution 2′-deoxyguanosine 5′-phosphate (5 -′ dGMP−) and 

5 -′ dGMP−·nH2O·Na+ with n = 4, 8, 11, 12 and 14 water molecules; Na+ was bound to a 

phosphate. The absolute values of IPs were obtained with Hartree-Fock calculations and 

shifted by using experimental data for nucleobases. They reported that the IPs of a base in 

the clusters 5 -′ dGMP−·nH2O·Na+ (7.6−7.8 eV) are larger than that in isolated 5 -′ dGMP− 

(5.8 eV) by 1.8−2.0 eV. They also demonstrate that the direct interaction with water 

molecules has a much smaller effect on 5 -′ dGMP− ionization potentials than the 

electrostatic stabilization by Na+. IP of the base in the cluster with 14 water molecules 

differs by about 0.4 eV from the corresponding IP in the cluster with 4 water molecules.  

 Schuster and colleagues208 carried out DFT calculations on (micro-) solvated DNA 

duplex oligomers, using a local-spin-density approximation. The configurations used in the 

quantum chemical calculations had been extracted from MD simulations, and these 
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structure were then re-optimized to the nearest local minimum of the potential energy 

hypersurface. In each case, the selected model of the duplex 5 -′ G1A2G3G4 -3′  included the 

phosphate groups and at least the first water solvation shell of sodium cations assigned to 

the model cluster. The following models were investigated: (i) all Na+ were near the 

phosphates, (ii) similar (i) but one Na+ was relocated to the major groove near the atom N7 

of base G1, (iii) similar (i) but one Na+ was relocated to the major groove near the atom N7 

of base G3, and (iv) the same configuration as (iii) but without any solvating water 

molecules. The vertical IPs for these cases are found to be 5.22, 5.69, 5.46 and 4.16 eV, 

respectively. The increase of IP upon hydration originates from increased electronic 

binding caused by solvent. The higher vertical IP of the hydrated configuration may, at 

first, seem surprising in the light of the common notion that hydration serves to screen 

electrostatic interactions and, thus, reduces the effect of counterions and negatively 

charged phosphates, whereas the opposite is found by Schuster and co-workers.208 

However, the above screening notion holds when a bulk situation is considered. 

Nevertheless, it does not apply to the interfacial interactions and molecular length scales 

that characterize the hydration process of DNA. Underlying the increase of the vertical IP 

in the hydrated system, i.e. stronger binding of the electrons, is the preferential 

orientational ordering of the water molecules in the first (and to a smaller extent in the 

second) hydration shell, with the enhanced binding originating from the added attractive 

interaction between the electrons and the dipolar charge distribution of the water 

molecules.208 Thus, inclusion of the sugar-phosphate backbone, counterions, and water 

molecules is essential for a proper and accurate description of the energetics and dynamics 

of charge transport in DNA.208  

 Furthermore, Schuster and colleagues have proposed a new mechanism for charge 

transfer in DNA which they termed “ion-gated hole-transport”.208,209 According to this 

mechanism, the ionization potential of a DNA fragment and the localization of the radical 

cation are strongly modulated by the location of the counterions. These findings led to a 

model for hole hopping where the rate is controlled, to a large part, by the probability of 

forming certain counterion configurations that are effective in changing the hole density 

over the duplex DNA sequence. In other words, hole migration is controlled by the 

dynamical fluctuations of the arrangements of the counterions (and of the solvation water 

molecules).  

6.1   Introduction 
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 However, in this chapter we will show that fluctuations of configurations of water 

molecules play the most important role in the charge transfer energetics whereas effects of 

ions are relatively small. Therefore, it is more appropriate to refer to this mechanism for 

charge migration in DNA as “solvent-gating” mechanism.  

 

6.2 Details of calculation  

 

6.2.1 Estimation of the oxidation potential of nucleobases in DNA 

 

As already highlighted, the free energy ∆Go of charge transfer reaction is a key 

characteristic determining the charge migration in DNA. ∆Go can be defined as a 

difference of oxidation potentials (OxP) of the acceptor and donor nucleobases. So far 

there has been no experimental data on oxidation potentials of nucleobases within DNA 

and the values measured for nucleosides in solution33 are often used by analysis of the CT 

process. Obviously, in such models many factors affecting OxP of nucleobases are not 

accounted for. The OxP values can be subtly modulated by surrounding environment. In 

particular, it was demonstrated that neighboring pairs remarkably effect the oxidation 

potential of nucleobases.33 Another very important effect, which should be taken into 

account by considering the CT kinetics, is structural and environmental fluctuations 

occurring on the time scale of charge transfer (1–1000 ps). Absolute values of OxP are 

very difficult to obtain quantitatively from quantum chemical calculations because 

environmental effects have to be described accurately and one has to consider a sufficient 

sampling associated with environmental degrees of freedom. In the current work we 

adopted a microscopic approach that allows to treat the intermolecular electrostatic 

interaction for adequate configurational sampling. Our model assumes that the ensemble of 

radical cation states can be approximately characterized by data obtained for the 

corresponding non-ionized duplex. The driving force for hole transfer between two sites 

was estimated as the difference of vertical ionization energies calculated along MD 

trajectories of DNA fragments. We estimated the reaction free energy ∆Go of hole transfer 

with a quantum chemical method which takes the instantaneous atomic configuration of 

the environment into account (snapshots at every picosecond). The ionization energies 

were determined with the semi-empirical NDDO-G method217 which is specially 
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parameterized for calculating ionization and excitation energies of organic molecules. This 

procedure reproduces experimental ionization potentials of nucleobases in the gas phase 

with an average deviation of 0.09 eV217 and, therefore, it is well suited for estimating ∆Go 

of hole transfer between nucleobases. Because the reorganization energies connected with 

the formation of cation hole states of guanine and adenine bases are very similar (0.40 and 

0.35 eV, respectively) and essentially independent of environmental fluctuations, the 

corresponding contributions cancel when one estimates energy differences of such states. 

Thus, differences of vertical (instead of adiabatic) ionization energies can be used to 

estimate ∆Go. The electrostatic effects of the surroundings were accounted for by 

approximating all atoms in the MD simulation box as point charges with values according 

to the force field.89 The effective dielectric constant of the medium was chosen at 2,  
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Figure 6.1 Sketch of model used for calculating oxidation potential of guanine within the 

base pair (G·C)6 in the duplex 5 -′ T1T2T3T4T5G6T7T8G9T10T11T12T13T14 -3′ . Electrostatic 

effects of 13 neighboring pairs, 28 sugar (S) and 26 phosphate (P) groups, 26 Na+ ions and 

3747 water molecules (WAT) are accounted for by using point charges (indicated as 

dashes) and a dielectric constant of 2.  
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corresponding to fast electronic polarization.76,218  Hereafter we will refer to ionization 

potentials of nucleobases calculated with accounting for electrostatic interactions with 

surroundings as an oxidation potentials. While the absolute value of this quantities can 

differ from real OxP by a constant, their difference should provide a good estimation ∆Go. 

 

6.2.2 Model 

 

We studied several DNA models with different bridges, namely the duplexes 

5 -′ (T)5G(T)nG(T)5 -3′  (n = 1−4), 5 -′ (T)4G(T)4G(T)4 -3′ , 5 -′ (T)3G(T)6G(T)3 -3′ , and 

5 -′ (T)2G(T)8G(T)2 -3′  (corresponding to duplexes 9−16 in Table 3.1).  

Long-time (~12 ns) MD simulations of the duplexes have been carried out. Because 

of the small number of ions compared to water molecules (see Table 3.2) and their very 

long residence time (0.1–1 ns) around DNA, long simulation times (of the order of 10 ns) 

are essential for a statistically meaningful representation of the ion distribution.112 Along 

the trajectories, we calculated the energetics of hole transfer from G to neighboring bases 

A and G. The calculated model is shown in Figure 6.1.  

 

6.2.3 Time series analysis of the energy fluctuations 

 

The OxP and ∆Go fluctuations were also analyzed using a normalized autocorrelation 

function and its Fourier transformation. This allows us to understand the characteristic time 

of CT energetics changes. Autocorrelation function (also known as autocorrelation 

coefficient) is a correlation between two values of the same variable at times t0 and delayed 

time t0 + t. The lag t of autocorrelation function C(t) of a characteristic F is  
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where F(t0) and F(t0 + t) are calculated at time t0 and t0 + t, respectively.219 The 

autocorrelation coefficients vary between −1 and +1. The value of 0 indicates no 

correlation and the absolute value of 0.9−1.0 indicates a high degree of correlation. The 

plotted autocorrelations for many lags are used for checking randomness in a data set. If 

the process is random, the autocorrelation function should nearly be zero for any and all 
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time-lag separations. If the process is non-random, then one or more of the coefficients will 

be significantly non-zero. We obtained that in all duplexes the variations of OxP are not 

random, but correlated within a specific time interval. The calculated autocorrelation 

functions were then analyzed using Fourier transformation.  

It is instructive, to analyze an autocorrelation function C(t) by Fourier analysis, i.e. 

by identifying (periodic) contributions of various frequencies (1/time). More specifically, a 

discrete Fourier transform is used because we consider the discrete data points of the 

autocorrelation function. Formally, the periodicity interval is set to the time over which the 

autocorrelation function is known. For a data set C(tj) the Fourier coefficient fk of index k is 

defined as220 
1

0

( )exp( 2 )
N

k j k j
j

f C t i t
−

=

= − πω∑           (6.5) 

where ωk = k/(N∆t) is a frequency, ∆t = tj+1 – tj is the time interval between the data points, 

and N is the total number of data points. The inverse of the time period, i.e. 1/N∆t, 

represents a lower limit of the frequencies, whereas the upper limit is defined by half of the 

inverse of the time interval, i.e. 1/2∆t. The discrete Fourier transformation was carried 

using the program xmgrace221 on a Linux workstation.  
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Figure 6.2 Histogram of OxP of G9 calculated for 12 ns MD simulation of unconstrained 

duplex 5 -′ (T)5G(T)2G(T)5 -3′ .  
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Evaluation of data distribution 

To determine how well our data are described by a probability distribution function we 

performed a chi-squared test where we compared observed and expected frequencies.222 

The results show that the energetics of nucleobases can be accepted to be of the normal 

distribution with a confidence of 98%. As an example, we display a histogram of the OxP 

of G9 in the duplex 5 -′ (T)5G(T)2G(T)5 -3′ ; see Figure 6.2.   

 

6.3 Results and Discussion 

 

6.3.1 Sensitivity of computational results to the choice of the model  

 

As reported by Schuster et al., the ionization potential of nucleobases in aqueous solution 

is larger than that in the corresponding isolated system.208,209 As a consequence, the energy 

for oxidizing a nucleobase strongly depends on the type and number of surrounding 

molecules. Therefore, we first investigated how sensitive the ionization energy is to type 

and number of molecules in the environment. As an example, we calculated the oxidation 

energy of a guanine base, namely G6, using a snapshot from an MD trajectory of the 

constrained duplex 5 -′ T1T2T3T4T5G6T7T8G9T10T11T12T13T14 -3′ . We started by taking into 

account 3 base pairs T5G6T7, where neighboring pairs (T·A)5 and (T·A)7 were treated as 

point charges. In addition, the sugar-phosphate backbone (6 sugar and 4 phosphate groups 

bound to the fragment T5G6T7), the four closest counterions, and water molecules around 

the surface of the corresponding fragment (varying from 10 to 3747 water molecules) were 

also considered as point charges. We found that the oxidation energy increases rapidly 

from 7.00 to 8.48 eV when the number of water molecules increases from ten to a few 

hundred molecules. In the range of 1600 to 3747 water molecules, the energy increases 

only by 2% and the energy of 8.89 eV was found when all water molecules were treated. 

The results are shown in Figure 6.3. Then, the number of neighboring pairs was extended 

to 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and all (13) pairs. In each case, the corresponding number of sugar-

phosphate groups and sodium ions was taken into account. For instance, 10 sugar and 8 

phosphate groups, and 8 sodium ions were accounted for the fragment T4T5G6T7T8. The 

increasing number of neighboring pairs lead to a decreasing oxidation energy. Energies of 
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8.85, 8.40, 8.19, 7.86, 7.82 and 7.80 eV (when accounting for 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 and 13 

neighboring pairs, respectively) were obtained when all water molecules were considered 

(see Figure 6.3).  
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Figure 6.3 Oxidation energy of base G6 in the constrained duplex 5 -′ (T)5G(T)2G(T)5 -3′  

calculated with different models. The number of water molecules and neighboring pairs is 

varied. The following labels are used: solid square for two neighboring pairs, opened 

circle for 4, solid triangle for 6, open square for 8, open triangle for 10, solid circle for 12 

and star for 13 pairs. 

 

The sensitivity of the results to the extension of the system was also probed by two 

further strategies. The number of water molecules in the model was varied as a function of 

(i) the distance R around the surface of the DNA fragment and (ii) the distance R′ around 

each sodium ion. Again, the number of neighboring pairs, backbone units, counterions and 

water molecules was varied. The obtained results are similar to the above calculations; the 

oxidation potential decreases when the number of neighboring pairs increases and an 

increase of the number of water molecules leads to the increasing oxidation energy. Thus 

the convergence of the calculated energies is quite weak and it seems to be instructive to 

take into account point charges of the whole system. 
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6.3.2 Effects of dynamics of surrounding species on the energetics 

 

Constrained duplex 

Analysis of a constrained structure allows us to separate the effect of the dynamics of 

counterions and water molecules because conformational changes of the duplex are 

completely excluded. Four duplexes, 5 -′ (T)5G(T)nG(T)5 -3′  where n = 1−4, were studied. 

The averaged energy of both guanines are calculated at 7.76, 7.79, 7.80, and 7.80 eV for 

duplexes with n = 1 to 4, respectively. For adenine, the obtained energies (averaged over 

all intervening adenines) were 7.97, 8.00, 8.01, and 8.02 eV for n = 1 to 4, respectively. 

The energy fluctuations (standard deviations) in both cases are ~0.15 eV (see Table 6.1). 

One can see that the number of intervening T·A pairs does not have a notable effect on the 

calculated energies and their fluctuations.  

 

Table 6.1 Oxidation potentials and standard deviationsa of guanines and bridge adenines 

of the constrained duplexes5 -′ (T)5G(T)nG(T)5 -3′ . 

Oxidation potentials (eV) 
Base 

n  =  1  2 3 4 

5 -′ G 7.75 ± 0.14 7.79 ± 0.14 7.79 ± 0.16 7.79 ± 0.16

A7 7.97 ± 0.14 8.00 ± 0.15 7.99 ± 0.15 8.00 ± 0.16

A8  7.99 ± 0.15 8.02 ± 0.15 8.02 ± 0.15

A9  8.01 ± 0.15 8.04 ± 0.15

A10  8.04 ± 0.15

3 -′ G 7.76 ± 0.15 7.79 ± 0.15 7.80 ± 0.16 7.81 ± 0.16

a Calculated for 3000 snapshots of 3 ns MD trajectory. 

 

Also the OxP difference between guanine and adenine for each duplex remains 

almost unchanged for the complexes considered: ~0.21 ± 0.18 eV. Interestingly, when the 

electrostatic effect of the environment is not accounted for, the energies were calculated at 

7.71 and 8.04 eV for guanine and adenine, respectively. Their difference of 0.33 eV is 

larger; this finding indicates that the environment reduces the energy gap between guanine 

and adenine. 
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Unconstrained duplex 

Unconstrained MD simulations take into account both the movement of environment 

molecules and the conformational dynamics and vibrations of the duplex. One expects that 

oxidation energy fluctuations and their differences will be affected by both types of 

structural dynamics. Let us first consider the effect of internal vibrations of nucleobases 

within only one Watson−Crick pair. The energies for guanine and adenine averaged over 

12000 snapshots were calculated to be 7.58 ± 0.13 and 8.04 ± 0.10 eV, respectively. Very 

similar results were obtained for other duplexes (duplexes 9−16 in Table 3.1). In this 

model the fluctuations of energies are due to internal vibration of the nucleobases. The 

difference of the energies of guanine and adenine was about 0.46 ± 0.16 eV. Comparing 

this difference to that found for constrained duplexes without the electrostatic effects of 

environment (0.33 eV), one can conclude that structural and conformational dynamics of 

DNA should favorably stabilize the radical cation state of guanine with respect to that of 

adenine.  

 

Table 6.2 Oxidation energies of guanine and adenine calculated for 12000 snapshots 

(each ps) of 12 ns unconstrained MD trajectories, in eV. 

Duplex Guaninea Adenineb 

5 -′ TTTTTGTGTTTTT -3′  7.70 ± 0.22 8.03 ± 0.21 

5 -′ TTTTTGTTGTTTTT -3′  7.71 ± 0.23 8.04 ± 0.20 

5 -′ TTTTTGTTTGTTTTT -3′  7.70 ± 0.24 8.06 ± 0.20 

5 -′ TTTTTGTTTTGTTTTT -3′  7.66 ± 0.25 8.06 ± 0.21 

5 -′ TTTTGTTTTGTTTT -3′  7.67 ± 0.24 8.06 ± 0.20 

5 -′ TTTGTTTTTTGTTT -3′  7.65 ± 0.28 8.03 ± 0.22 

5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′  7.64 ± 0.30 8.04 ± 0.21 

5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′  7.76 ± 0.25 8.10 ± 0.19 
(methylphosphonate)   

a Averaged over two guanines.  
b Averaged over all adenines intervening between two guanines. 
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 Now taking into account both effect, namely the dynamics of the duplex and its 

surroundings, we found averaged energies of 7.68 and 8.05 eV for guanine and adenine, 

respectively (Table 6.2). The energy gap between both nucleobases decreases to 0.37 eV 

because the interaction of water molecules with G·C pairs is considerably stronger than 

with A·T pairs (see Section 6.1.2). The fluctuations of OxP of guanines in 

5 -′ (T)5G(T)nG(T)5 -3′  for n = 1−4, (Table 6.2), increase slightly from 0.22 to 0.25 eV, 

whereas those of adenines remain almost unchanged (0.21 eV). This can be explained as 

the result of the increasing number of water molecules (3793, 3936, 4132 and 4276 water 

molecules for duplexes n = 1 to 4, respectively). Because guanines are close to the terminal 

of the duplex, they are stronger affected by solvent than adenines intervening between the 

guanines. Comparing the fluctuations of the energetics due to internal vibrations within a 

Watson−Crick pair (0.10−0.13 eV) and due to electrostatic effects (0.20−0.25 eV), one can 

conclude that the dynamics of water molecules and counterions should play the main role 

(see also Figure 6.4).  

Let us now consider the energetics of normal DNA duplexes comprising 14 

Watson−Crick pairs, i.e. duplexes 2, 5, 6 and 7 in Table 6.2. The calculated energies for 

guanine and adenine are about 7.67 and 8.04 eV, respectively. For these four 

oligonucleotides, the fluctuation of oxidation energies is calculated to be of 0.21 eV for 

adenines and ranges from 0.23 to 0.30 eV for guanines. As discussed above, the change of 

energy fluctuations arises from the difference in number of environment molecules, as well 

as the position of nucleobases under consideration. Since these four duplexes contain a 

very similar environment (26 sodium ions, 3940 ± 4 water molecules), one can conclude 

that the increase of the energy fluctuation is caused by the variation of the guanine units in 

the duplex. In other words, guanine bases closer to DNA terminals are stronger affected by 

environment, and thus they exhibit larger fluctuations of oxidation potentials.  

The environment effects discussed above are due to both water molecules and 

counterions. To consider only the effects of water, we studied the neutral fragment 

5 -′ (T)2G(T)8G(T)2 -3′  where one phosphoryl oxygen of each phosphate group was 

replaced by a methyl group. Therefore, no counterions are required for the simulation of 

the system. We obtained oxidation energies for guanine and adenine at 7.76 and 8.10 eV, 

respectively (the last duplex in Table 6.2). Comparing the modified and original systems,  
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Figure 6.4 At the left, energy profiles of guanine G5 (gray) and adenine A7 (black) along 

12 ns MD trajectory of unconstrained duplex 5 -′ TTTTG5T6T7T8T9G10TTTT -3′ . The 

energy is calculated (a) with electrostatic effects of environment and (b) without 

environment. Plots of these systems with shorter time scale are given at the right.  

 

we found that the oxidation energies are 0.12 and 0.06 eV larger in the modified duplexes. 

This is in agreement with the result calculated by Barnett et al.208 and can be explained as 

follows. In a normal duplex, negative charges of phosphate groups have an important 

effect on the oxidation potentials of nucleobases. Although the system contains positively 

charged counterions, they cannot completely counterbalance the negative charges of 

phosphate groups, because of the screening effects of solvent. Consequently, the oxidation 

energy of a nucleobase within the normal oligonucleotide is lower than within a modified 

duplex. Furthermore, the OxP fluctuations in the system without sodium ion are 0.25 and 
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0.19 eV for guanine and adenine, respectively. The fluctuations are smaller as compared to 

that calculated for the system with sodium ions.  

The Fourier transform of OxP autocorrelation function defined for normal duplexes 

shows 2−3 frequencies (see Table 6.3) depending on the duplex. These frequencies relate 

to the characteristic times ranging from about 220 to 930 ps. In most cases the 

characteristic time of the fluctuations is about 300, 400 and 800 ps (Table 6.3).  

 

Table 6.3 Characteristic times (ps) of the OxP fluctuations of guanine and adenine (in 

bold) for unconstrained duplexes.  
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Since in unconstrained simulations both the surroundings movement and DNA 

vibration are allowed, the characteristic times of the OxP fluctuations on the hundred-

picoseconds time scale correspond to structural dynamics of both DNA and its 

surroundings. Seemingly, our observed time scales are relevant to the movement of sodium 

ions in molecular dynamics simulation, since the residence times of sodium ions in DNA 
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system vary from tens to hundreds of picoseconds or even 0.9 ns.112,180 However, it is not 

clear whether only counterions are responsible for the long correlation time, because the 

neutral duplex (without sodium ions) also exhibits long correlation times of about 320 and 

more than 850 ps (see the last entry in Table 6.3). The Fourier transformed autocorrelation 

functions of normal and neutral duplexes differ only on a short time scale, i.e. less than 200 

ps. The time series analysis of modified duplex 5 -′ (T)2G(T)8G(T)2 -3′  gives additional 

characteristic times of about 90 and 170 ps, whereas a characteristic time shorter than 200 

ps was not identified in the normal duplexes. Therefore, one can conclude that the 

characteristic times of the OxP fluctuations correspond to DNA structural vibration and the 

movement of water rather than to the movement of counterions.  

As mentioned above, OxP of nucleobases depend on orientation of water 

molecules. To analyze the short-time effects due to reorientation of water molecule, we 

studied the molecular dynamics of both constrained and unconstrained duplexes 

5 -′ (T)5G(T)2G(T)5 -3′  for 20 ps. The coordinates were stored every 2 fs. This allowed us to 

investigate the effects of the environment at a femtosecond time scale.223−225 We found that 

the autocorrelation functions of OxP of guanines and adenines have similar characteristics. 

Let us consider this in more detail.  

For constrained duplex, the autocorrelation functions of guanines and adenines 

decrease rapidly to 0.25 at about 20 fs and then increase showing peak at about 40 fs with 

the coefficients of ~0.55. Then several oscillations can be seen (Figure 6.5a). Fourier 

transformation of the autocorrelation functions indicate that these oscillations occur with 

period of about 43 fs, corresponding to the wave number of about 780 cm−1. Other 

frequencies can be observed at 700−900 cm−1 (Figure 6.5b). The OxP fluctuations on the 

femtosecond time scale can reasonably be assigned to reorientation time of water molecule 

in line with data reported previously (500−850 cm−1) which were obtained from calculated 

absorption spectra of rotational modes of water in pure solvent223,224 and in aqueous 

solution of metal ion Mn2+.225  

For unconstrained MD simulation of an oligormer, the energy of nucleobase was 

calculated in two different ways: by taking into account (i) only the Watson−Crick pair 

under consideration and (ii) that Watson−Crick pair and electrostatic interactions of all 

other species (i.e. neighboring base pairs, sugar-phosphate backbone, water molecules and 
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counterions). We found that in both cases the autocorrelation functions decrease in a 

oscillatory fashion with a period of 19 fs (see Figure 6.6a). Their Fourier transformations 

display the dominant peak at ~1750 cm−1 (see Figure 6.6b) which can be assigned to the 

double bond vibration in nucleobases.47 Comparing the results obtained with and without 

the electrostatic effects (dashed and solid lines in Figure 6.6b), the two spectra clearly  
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Figure 6.5 Time series analysis of oxidation potentials for the constrained duplex 

5 -′ TTTTTG6T7T8G9TTTTT -3′ . (a) Normalized autocorrelation functions of OxP of 

nucleobases G6, A7, A8, and G9 and (b) Fourier transform of OxP of G9.  
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differ in the frequency range 700−900 cm−1 which is related to the reorientation of water 

molecule, as found in the constrained system.  
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Figure 6.6 Time series analysis of oxidation potentials for the unconstrained duplex 

5 -′ TTTTTG6T7T8G9TTTTT-3′ . (a) Normalized autocorrelation functions of OxP of 

nucleobases G6, A7, A8, and G9 and (b) Fourier transform of OxP of G9 calculated with 

(solid line) and without (dashed line) electrostatic interactions.  
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Summarily, because the vibrations of nucleobases occur on the femtosecond time 

scale, they are not pertinent to the charge migration process which occurs on a time scale 

ranging from several tens of a picosecond to several nanoseconds. Pertinent CT time scales 

can be illustrated by rates for hole transfer in DNA. DNA hairpins linked by 

stilbenedicarboxamide imply characteristic times ranging from 30 ps to 5 ns for bridges of 

1 to 3 A·T base pairs.6 Similar estimates, from 10 to 200 ps, were received for hole transfer 

from an acridine derivative as chromophore to 7-deazaguanine as acceptor, separated by 

one and two intermediate A·T pairs.45 Direct fluorescence probing of the dynamics of 

water around DNA with femtosecond resolution yielded mean residence times and 

reorientation times of water molecules at 3−6 ps.226 Our MD simulations identified three 

characteristic time scales, 120 ps, 280 ps, and 960 ps, for the dynamics of sodium ions near 

DNA.112  

 

6.3.3 Driving force 

 

In this section we discuss the driving force ∆Go of hole transfer from G+ to A in 

unconstrained duplexes. As the estimated ∆Go values correspond to an ensemble of nuclear 

configurations, their standard deviations include three contributions, due to (i) the nuclear 

vibrations of the nucleobases, (ii) the conformational changes of DNA, and (iii) the 

fluctuations of the solvent environment.  

First, we discuss the distribution of hole states in the duplexes along the MD 

trajectory. We consider charge transfers between two guanine bases via the bridge of 

intervening A·T pairs. The hole is assumed to be localized on a base with the lowest 

ionization energy. As can be seen from Table 6.4, the hole is mainly localized on guanines; 

however, it can also be found on the bridging adenines. The corresponding probability  

increases with the length of the bridge from 3% to 8% for duplexes with 2 to 8 intervening 

adenines. Thus, intervening adenines can serve as intermediate hole acceptors. In addition, 

the probability of hole localization on the bridge is slightly higher in modified duplex 

5 -′ (T)2G(T)8G(T)2 -3′  than in the corresponding normal system (7.3%).  

As an example, we present results for the 14-mer duplex 5 -′ (T)2G(T)8G(T)2 -3′  in 

an aqueous solution which includes 26 Na+ counterions. Table 6.5 lists relative energies of  
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Table 6.4 The distribution of hole states in 14-mer duplexes.  

Duplex Bridge 
length 

5 -′ G Bridgea 3 -′ G 

5 -′ TTTTTGTTGTTTTT -3′  2 48.7 3.1 48.2 

5 -′ TTTTGTTTTGTTTT -3′  4 40.3 3.3 56.4 

5 -′ TTTGTTTTTTGTTT -3′  6 42.4 5.6 52.0 

5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′  8 50.7 7.3 42.0 

5 -′ TTGTTTTTTTTGTT -3′  8 36.7 7.8 55.5 
(methylphosphonate)     

a Sum over all adenine bases of the bridge.  

 

hole states localized on purine nucleobases. As expected, the average free energy of hole 

states A+ is positive, about 0.4 eV: guanine is a stronger hole acceptor than adenine. As the 

standard deviations of the ∆Go values are ~0.3−0.4 eV, configurations of the system should 

exist where a radical cation state A+ is more stable than G+ and, thus, hole transfer from G+ 

to A is energetically feasible. The nucleobases G3 and G12 in the duplex have similar 

surroundings (however, they are not equivalent) and, therefore, the driving force between 

them is close to zero on average. 

In Figure 6.7, we show fluctuations of the CT energy between the bases G3 and A6 

as a function of time. The characteristic time of such relevant fluctuations is 0.3−0.4 ns. 

These characteristic times were estimated from the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation 

function of ∆Go; they decrease from 380 ps for hole transfer G3 → A4 to 304 ps for 

G3 → G12. As we already discussed fluctuations of OxP and therefore fluctuations of the 

driving force are due to (1) molecular vibrations of the donor and acceptor sites, and (2) 

correlated motion of counterions and water molecules. The conformational dynamics of 

DNA, plays only a minor role in the CT energetics; however, it substantially affects the 

electronic coupling between base pairs (see Chapter 4 ). 

Counterions in the vicinity of nucleobases have been suggested to strongly affect 

the energetics of radical cation states; the consequences for electron transfer have been 

referred to as “ion-gating” mechanism.208,209 Counterions are solvated and their motion is  

 

6.3   Results and Discussion 
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Table 6.5 Relative energies ∆Go of radical cation states in the unconstrained duplex 

5 -′ TTG3T4T5T6T7T8T9T10T11G12TT -3′  and its modified neutral derivativea calculated for 

an MD trajectory of 12 ns. Also given is the occupationb of the states corresponding to the 

equilibrium distribution of hole states as measured by the fraction of time (along the 

trajectory) where the corresponding state has the lowest energy.  

Normal DNA  Modified DNAa 

Base 
∆Go, eV Occupation,b %  ∆Go, eV Occupation,b % 

G3
  50.7    36.7 

A4 0.38 ± 0.28 1.8  0.30 ± 0.23 0.8 

A5 0.43 ± 0.32 1.3  0.31 ± 0.26 0.8 

A6 0.44 ± 0.35 1.0  0.30 ± 0.29 1.0 

A7 0.45 ± 0.37 0.7  0.29 ± 0.30 1.2 

A8 0.46 ± 0.39 0.6  0.29 ± 0.32 0.9 

A9 0.44 ± 0.40 0.5  0.28 ± 0.33 1.0 

A10 0.41 ± 0.42 0.6  0.26 ± 0.35 1.0 

A11 0.40 ± 0.45 0.8  0.23 ± 0.36 1.1 

G12 0.06 ± 0.49 42.0  −0.12 ± 0.40  55.5 

a Negatively charged phosphates are replaced by neutral methylphosphonate groups.  
b In view of the hole transfer from site G3 to site G12, the distribution was normalized to the 

range the donor to the acceptor site. Each (T·A)2 unit at either end of the duplex beyond 

the G sites would contribute about 5% (in absolute terms).  

 

correlated by their hydration shell which partially screens their long-range Coulomb effect. 

To estimate directly the role of environmental fluctuations in modulating ∆Go for hole 

transfer, we considered a model system where only environmental fluctuations were 

accounted for, namely the rigid oligomer 5 -′ (T)5G(T)2G(T)5 -3′ . Standard deviations of 

∆Go for hole transfer in such a rigid system (~0.15 eV) do not differ significantly from the 

standard deviations obtained for the corresponding system with a flexible DNA (~0.19 

eV), confirming the key role of movements in the environment for modulating the hole-

state energetics.  
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Figure 6.7 Fluctuations of the relative energy ∆Go for hole transfer from G3 to A6 in the 

duplex 5 -′ TTG3T4T5T6T7T8T9T10T11G12TT -3′ , calculated along a MD trajectory of 12 ns.  

 

To quantify the effect of the counterions directly, we modeled a modified DNA 

duplex 5 -′ (T)2G(T)8G(T)2 -3′  where the negatively charged phosphate groups of the DNA 

backbone were replaced by neutral methylphosphonate groups.208 Unlike the highly 

charged original duplex (26 e−), the modified duplex is neutral and, therefore, was modeled 

without counterions. The energy difference between G+ and A+ in modified DNA is 

reduced to ∆ = ~0.3 eV (Table 6.5). Analysis of OxP shows that on going from modified 

(neutral) DNA to normal DNA, the stabilization of the cations due to the phosphates is not 

quite compensated by the hydrated counterions and an overall stabilization of the cation 

states results. Therefore, the reduced energy gap ∆ of modified DNA implies that, on 

average, the A+ states are better stabilized than G+ states. Thus, the possibility for hole 

hopping onto the A sites of the bridge should increase. Also, the standard deviations of the 

relative energies of modified DNA were calculated only ~20% smaller than for normal 

DNA. Apparently, the movement of the water molecules causes the dominating 

contribution (~80%) to the energy variation of hole states.  

Changes in the energies of the hole states on different sites of a duplex are 

correlated. The correlation coefficients between energies of neighboring pairs of 

6.3   Results and Discussion 
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unmodified DNA (~0.5) rapidly decreased with distance to 0.30, 0.11, 0.02 for the second, 

third, and forth neighbors, respectively. However, energies of states on remote sides tend 

to be negatively related; for instance, the correlation coefficients between hole states at G3 

on the one hand and A8, A10 and G12 on the other were −0.12, −0.20 and −0.31, 

respectively. The corresponding correlations for the modified duplex are somewhat 

weaker, −0.02, −0.16 and −0.29. Negative correlations are due to changes in the part of the 

environment between the sites; for instance, the rotation of the dipole of a water molecule 

directed along the DNA axis to G3 by 180° will stabilize of a hole state at G3 and 

concomitantly destabilize of a hole state at G12. Also movement of counterions along DNA 

located between the considered sites contributes to the negative correlation.  

Finally, we address the distribution of the hole states for charge transfer from the 

donor site G3 to the acceptor site G12 in the 14-mer duplex 5 -′ TTG3(T)8G12TT -3′  and its 

methylphosphonate derivative (Table 6.5). We estimated this distribution as the fraction of 

time (along trajectories of 12 ns) when the corresponding hole state has the lowest energy 

compared to all other sites under consideration. The longest time interval for a hole resting 

on one of the G sites (i.e. when this hole state is lower than the cation states at all other 

sites) is about 100 ps, whereas this resting time is at most 12 ps on a (T·A)8 bridge. Non-

negligible probabilities (~1%) were determined for events where an electron hole is 

localized on adenine bases. The total fractions of preferred bridge sites of unmodified and 

modified DNA (7−8%) are similar, but the distributions over the bridge sites differ in a 

characteristic way. Thus, the dynamics of water molecules and counterions considerably 

modulates the relative redox potentials of the nucleobases. As a result, fluctuations of the 

environment can render hole transfer processes from an G·C base pair to an A·T pair in a 

DNA duplex energetically feasible.  

Analysis of our QM/MD simulations supports the recently proposed ion-gated 

mechanism for charge transfer in DNA.208 Note, however, that the thermal movement of 

the water molecules significantly dominates the variation of the hole-state energies in 

DNA. The fluctuations of relative energies of radical cation states are significant even in 

the absence of counterions, as in the case of a modified duplex with methylphosphonate 

groups instead of phosphates in the backbone. Our results suggest that adenine bases can 

also act as intermediates of electron hole transfer. Thermal fluctuations of counterions and 

water molecules around DNA are responsible for configurations where the free energy of 
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charge transfer from a guanine to an adenine is negative. Such configurations are implied 

in the recently suggested A-hopping mechanism or, in a wider sense, in a domain 

mechanism as recently inferred on the basis of experimental data.37,84 Obviously, 

fluctuations of the charge transfer driving force should be accounted when estimating the 

CT rate constants within the thermally induced hole-hopping model.7,199 Further 

experiments probing the role of environmental fluctuations in a quantitative way are highly 

desirable for gaining a quantitative understanding of the CT mechanism in DNA. 

 

6.4 Conclusion  
 

We have carried out the constrained and unconstrained molecular dynamics simulations of 

duplexes with 13−16 base pairs. The oxidation energies of guanine and adenine bases were 

then calculated by taking into account electrostatic effects of neighboring base pairs, sugar-

phosphate backbone, water molecules and sodium ions as point charges with dielectric 

constant of 2. Additionally, the model neglecting these effects was also considered for 

comparison. Without taking into account electrostatic interactions, OxP of guanine 

obtained for the duplex of ideal structure is lower than that calculated for flexible structure. 

Also, a larger energy gap between guanine and adenine was found in flexible duplexes. 

However, when the electrostatic interactions with surroundings were accounted for, the 

energy gap decreased. For 12 ns MD trajectory, we found the events of remarkable 

probability (3%−8%) where oxidation potentials of adenines are lower than those of 

guanines. In contrast, OxP of adenine remain larger than OxP of guanine when the 

environment effects are excluded. By comparing the oxidation energy of nucleobases in 

normal DNA and modified DNA, we found that water molecules play a more important 

role for modulating the energy gap between radical cation states localized on guanine and 

adenine than sodium ions.  
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7  

Chapter 7 
 

Summary 

 

In the semi-classical picture of Marcus theory, three main factors control the rate constant 

of non-adiabatic charge transfer between donor d and acceptor a: the electronic coupling 

matrix element Vda, the reorganization energy λ, and the driving force ∆Go. In this 

dissertation, we investigated these parameters for hole transfer in DNA by using a 

combined QM/MD approach. MD simulations of 16 DNA duplexes in explicit solvent 

were performed to generate MD trajectories, containing the configurations of DNA and 

environment molecules. The MD simulations to obtain trajectories of 2−12 ns were carried 

out by a well-established simulation protocol employing the AMBER force field. Analysis 

of the distribution of water molecules and counterions around DNA showed good 

agreement with known theoretical and experimental results. The DNA and environment 

configurations were then used to study the factors controlling the charge transfer rate in 

DNA. The results are summarized below.  

Electronic matrix elements for hole transfer between adjacent Watson−Crick pairs 

in DNA have been calculated at the Hartree−Fock SCF level for various conformations of 

the dimer duplexes [(AT),(AT)], [(AT),(TA)], [(TA),(AT)]. Example configurations of 

[(TA),(TA)] have also been extracted from molecular dynamics simulations of a decamer 

duplex. The calculated electronic coupling is very sensitive to variations of the mutual 

position of the Watson−Crick pairs. The intra-strand A−A interaction is more susceptible 

to conformational changes than the corresponding inter-strand interaction. The rate of 

charge migration as measured by the square of the electronic coupling matrix element may 

vary several hundred-fold in magnitude due to moderate changes of the duplex 
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conformation. Thus, thermal fluctuations of the DNA structure have to be taken into 

account when one aims at a realistic description of the electron hole transfer in DNA. 

The solvent reorganization energy λs can have a significant effect on the activation 

energy for charge transfer in DNA and its dependence on donor−acceptor distance Rda. To 

estimate λs and the resulting effective contribution βs to the falloff parameter β for the 

overall transfer rate constant, the Poisson equation was solved numerically for several 

systems representing DNA duplexes, 5 -′ GGGTnGGG -3′ , n = 0−6, in a realistically 

structured heterogeneous dielectric, as determined by molecular dynamics simulations. The 

charge transfer was modeled primarily for holes localized on single guanine bases. Effects 

of thermal fluctuations on λs were taken into account via structures for a given duplex 

sampled from MD trajectories. Calculated values of λs were found to be rather insensitive 

to thermal fluctuations of the DNA fragments, but depended in crucial fashion on details of 

the dielectric model (shape and dielectric constants of various zones) that was used to 

describe the polarization response of the DNA and its environment to the charge transfer. 

λs was calculated to increase rapidly at small Rda values (< 15 Å), and accordingly the 

falloff parameter βs (defined as a local function of Rda) decreases appreciably with 

increasing Rda (from 1.0 Å−1 with only one intermediate base pair between d and a to 0.15 

Å−1 for systems with five intervening pairs). Calculated λs values were accurately fitted 

(standard deviation of ~0.5 kcal/mol) to a linear function of 1/Rda, including all cases 

except contact (Rda = 3.4 Å), where some overlap of d and a sites may occur. A linear fit to 

an exponential (of form sexp( )daR−β ) gave comparable accuracy for the entire Rda range. 

λs based on d and a holes delocalized over two adjacent guanine bases was uniformly ~12 

kcal/mol smaller than the corresponding results for holes localized on single guanines, 

almost independent of Rda. The internal reorganization energy for hole transfer between 

G·C pairs was calculated at 16.6 kcal/mol at the B3LYP/6-31G* level.  

We explored the oxidation energetics of nucleobases in duplexes comprising 13−16 

Watson−Crick pairs. Electrostatic effects of the environment were accounted for with a 

point charge model. By comparing the energy fluctuations obtained from rigid and flexible 

fragments, we found that the main contribution to the variations of the oxidation potential 

was caused by water molecules and counterions. Time series analysis indicated that a 

variety of characteristic times for the energetic fluctuations (220−930 ps) is due to both 
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vibration of nucleobases and movement of DNA surroundings. In the neutral DNA duplex, 

characteristic times less than 200 ps were observed.  

Our QM/MD study shows that the relative energies of radical cation states on 

nucleobases in DNA are considerably affected by the local distribution of water molecules 

and counterions while conformational changes of DNA play only a minor role in 

modulating the free energy change ∆Go of the charge transfer. Thermal motion of the polar 

environment induces fluctuations of the redox potentials with a characteristic time of 

0.3−0.4 ns. In fact, fluctuations of ∆Go are large enough to render electron hole transfer 

from G+ to A energetically feasible, thus allowing a change-over from the generally 

accepted G-hopping mechanism to A-hopping. To estimate directly the role of counterions 

a modified duplex was studied where all negatively charged phosphates were replaced by 

neutral methylphosphonate groups and all counterions were removed. Comparison of the 

computational results for the normal and modified systems suggests that the dynamics of 

water molecules strongly dominates the ∆Go fluctuations. The total fractions of time, when 

bridge sites are energetically preferred, are similar for normal and modified DNA (7−8%).  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Appendix 

 

An Interface of QM and MD Approaches 

 

For studying the charge transfer in DNA using a combined quantum mechanics/molecular 

dynamics method, the AMBER program has been used to perform the MD simulations. 

The results are MD trajectories consisting of a sequence of snapshots. Each snapshot 

contains Cartesian coordinates of all atoms in the system. These configurations are then 

employed to calculate the electronic coupling matrix element Vda, the driving force ∆Go 

(estimated as the difference of vertical ionization potentials (IP) of relevant nucleobases), 

and the reorganization energy λ. The quantities Vda and IP are computed quantum 

chemically with the semi-empirical NDDO-G method paraterized for calculating ionization 

potentials and excitation energies of organic molecules.217 These calculations are 

performed with the program SIBIQ.227 The last term, the reorganization energy, is 

calculated with program DelPhi II, which employs a finite difference solver of the Poisson 

equation.196,197  

 The program ETCAT (Electron Transfer Calculation from Amber Trajectory) is a 

FORTRAN 77 code used as an interface between the MD trajectories and the programs 

SIBIQ and DelPhi II. The program ETCAT requires three files to operate   

(i) input file containing several variables that control the program (see below), 

(ii) topology file containing the information about number, name and type of 

atoms, their mass and connectivity, residue names, and charges on atoms. 

(iii) MD trajectory file storing a series of the system configurations (snapshots). 

The interface procedure can be presented as a flowchart, see Figure A.1. The program 

starts with reading the input and topology files. Then a required snapshot is extracted from 
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the trajectory file. The variables defined in the input file specify snapshots which will be 

processed (see below). The extracted snapshot is used to prepare either an input file for the 

program SIBIQ to calculate Vda or IP, or for the program DelPhi II to calculate λ. The 

calculation can be repeated for several snapshots. Finally, the results, as well as the total 

computational time, are dumped into a output file. 

 

 

Start interface
(read variables)

AMBER

MD trajectory

MD simulation

Extract snapshots
(configuration of snapshot (i))

Generate input(k), k = 1, 2, 3

SIBIQ
Vda(i)

SIBIQ
IP(i)

Next snapshot?

No

Yes

Dump output

Finish

k = 1 k = 2 k = 3

DelPhi II
λ(i)

 

Figure A.1 A flowchart of the program interface. 
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A.1 Getting started  
 

To run ETCAT, use the following command: 

 % etcat –i input –o output –p topology –x trajectory 

The input file contains the controlling variables. A sample file, which is just to establish a 

basic syntax and appearance, is as follows: 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Title: IP calculation for duplex d(TTGTTTGTT) 

&cntrl 

 NSTARTSN = 1, NSTOPSN = 100, NOFFSET = 2, 

 NSTARTBP = 3, NSTOPBP = 7,  

 ISIBIQ = 2, NDDOG = 1, nIP = 1, modeIP = 1, 

 iptCRG = 2, CUTOFF = 20.0, IDIELC = 2, 

 IdelPhi = 0, modeEPS = 5, NRESD = 3, NRESA = 7, 

 fileprm_st = prm.st, fileprm_op = prm.op 

&end 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The first line of input contains a title, which is followed by the namelist identifier 

&cntrl. The variables followed must be one of the namelist variable (a detailed 

description of the namelist variables is given in the next section). Any order of the 

variables in the input list can be used (when a variable is specified twice or more, the latest 

assignment will overwrite the preceding one). Blanks may be anywhere in the input, but 

not within constants. Variables that are not explicitly presented retain their default values. 

The input is concluded by the namelist identifier &end. Note that the case of the names is 

ignored in all namelist variables, but the namelist identifier must be specified as &cntrl, 

not &CNTRL.  

 

A.2 Namelist variables  
 

The &cntrl namelist variables depend on the type of calculation, i.e. Vda, IP, or λ. There 

are several general variables used in all calculations. 

A.2   Namelist variables 
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A.2.1 General variables 

 

NSTARTSN Starting snapshot (default 1) 

NSTOPSN Final snapshot to be processed (default 1) 

NOFFSET Offset (snapshot frequency, default 1); 

 The calculation will perform from NSTARTSN to NSTOPSN for every 

NOFFSET.  

ISIBIQ Flag to run SIBIQ  

 =  0 no calculation (default) 

 =  1 calculate Vda 

 =  2 calculate IP 

 =  3 calculate both Vda and IP  

NDDOG Semi-empirical method used for the SIBIQ calculation  

 =  0 AM1 

 =  1 NDDO-G (default) 

IDelPhi Flag to run DelPhi II  

 =  0 no calculation (default ) 

 =  1 calculate λ 

 

A.2.2 Namelist variables for electronic coupling calculation 

 

NSTARTBP Starting base pair (default 1) 

NSTOPBP Final base pair to be processed (default is the last base pair in DNA 

sequence); 

 In case ISIBIQ = 1 or 3, the electronic coupling Vda between base pair 

number NSTARTBP and number NSTOPBP, including the intervening pairs, 

will be computed.  

modeVda Model of Vda calculation; one can take into account only some parts or a 

whole pair of nucleotides to calculate Vda. Based on such DNA component, 

three models can be chose: 

 =  1 base pairs only 

 =  2 base pairs and sugar 
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 =  3 base pairs, sugar and phosphate 

 Note that the connecting atoms not taken into account will be replaced by 

hydrogen atoms, e.g. C1′ atom of sugar, in case modeVda = 1, or 

phosphorus atom, in case modeVda = 2.  

 

A.2.3 Namelist variables for ionization potential calculation 

 

NSTARTBP Starting base pair (default 1) 

NSTOPBP Final base pair to be processed (default is the last base pair in DNA 

sequence); 

 In the case of ISIBIQ = 2, the IP of base pairs from NSTARTBP to 

NSTOPBP are considered. For the sample input file above, the program will 

calculate IP of pairs (G·C)3, (T·A)4, (T·A)5, (T·A)6, and (G·C)7. In the case 

of ISIBIQ = 3, the first and last base pairs for calculating IP must be the 

same as set for calculating the Vda.  

modeIP Model of IP calculation; like modeVda, one can take into account only 

some parts or a whole pair of nucleotides. Three models can be chose: 

 =  1 base pairs only 

 =  2 base pairs and sugar 

 =  3 base pairs, sugar and phosphate 

 The connecting atoms will be replaced by hydrogen atoms, as in the Vda 

calculation.  

nIP Number of adjacent pairs taken into account in the quantum chemical 

calculation for calculating the IP of each nucleobase; only odd numbers are 

valid. When calculating IP of (G·C)3, for instance, if nIP = 1, only 

Watson−Crick pair (G·C)3 is taken into account. If nIP = 3, pairs (T·A)2, 

(G·C)3 and (T·A)4 are taken into account. 

iptCRG Number of adjacent pairs taken into account as point charges (integer)  

 = −1 ignore electrostatic interaction of the point charges (default) 

=   0 only sugar and/or phosphate groups which belong to the selected 

base pair(s) are treated as point charges. There is no additional 

adjacent pair. 

A.2   Namelist variables 
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>   0 number of adjacent pairs (for both 5′  and 3′  directions), including 

their sugar and phosphate groups. For example, if nIP = 1 and 

iptCRG = 2, IP of (G·C)3 will be calculated, accounting for  the 

base pairs (T·A)1, (T·A)2, (T·A)4 and (T·A)5, and the corresponding 

sugar/phosphate groups as point charges.  

CUTOFF Water molecules within a cutoff distance (from the center of the base pair) 

are accounted for as point charges. Default is 999.0 Å, all water molecules 

are treated. 

ipNa Flag for treating sodium counterions as point charges (default 1)  

=  0 ignore sodium ions. Charge on oxygen atoms of phosphate groups 

will be reduced to neutralize the net charge of the system.  

=  1 sodium ions are taken into account as point charges.  

IDIELC Dielectric constant, default 1.  

 

A.2.4 Namelist variables for reorganization energy calculation 

 

The variables below (valid only when IDelPhi = 1) are required for treating the system 

as multi-dielectric zones, where different dielectric constants are assigned to different 

zones. The following abbreviations are used: donor/acceptor (d/a), nucleobase (NB), 

sugar-phosphate (SP), and water molecule and sodium ion (WAT/Na+).  

modeEPS Flag to treat a dielectric zone.  

=  2 two zones: (i) whole DNA, and (ii) bulk water  

=  3 three zones: (i) d/a, (ii) NB and SP, and (iii) bulk water  

=  41 four zones: (i) d/a, (ii) NB and SP, (iii) WAT/Na+, and (iv) bulk 

water 

=  42 four zones: (i) d/a, (ii) NB, (iii) SP, and (iv) bulk water  

=  5 five zones: (i) d/a, (ii) NB, (iii) SP, (iv) WAT/Na+, and (v) bulk 

water (default) 

Each zone is defined by rolling a probe radius of 1.4 Å (which is a radius of 

water molecule) on atomic spheres of the corresponding zone.  

CUTDelPhi Cutoff distance for WAT/Na+ zone (default 3.0 Å); to generate this zone, 

atomic spheres of all water molecules and Na+ ions within this distance far 

from DNA atoms are taken into account.  
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NRESD Residue number of donor  

NRESA Residue number of acceptor  

DAepsST Static dielectric constant of d/a zone  

DAepsOP Optical dielectric constant of d/a zone  

BepsST Static dielectric constant of NB zone  

BepsOP Optical dielectric constant of NB zone  

SPepsST Static dielectric constant of SP zone  

SPepsOP Optical dielectric constant of SP zone  

WepsST Static dielectric constant of WAT/Na+ zone  

WepsOP Optical dielectric constant of WAT/Na+ zone  

 Note that if modeEPS = 2, then BepsX (X = ST or OP) is assigned for the 

dielectric constants of the whole DNA. Alternatively, if modeEPS = 3 or 

41, the BepsX is assigned for nucleobases and sugar-phosphate groups.  

Furthermore, there are four parameter files required for DelPhi II. The first two are 

fileprm_st and fileprm_op, which must be specified in the ETCAT input file (see 

the sample above). Recall that the reorganization energy is the difference of solvation 

energies, calculated with the static and optical dielectric constants. The files 

fileprm_st and fileprm_op refer to calculations with static and optical constants 

respectively. File names must contain less than 80 characters and they are case sensitive. 

The last two files are “DNA.siz” and “DNA.crg”, containing atomic radius and atomic 

charge of each DNA atom, respectively. They are introduced in the first two files. An 

sample of fileprm_st follows here:  

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

gsize = 201      (grid size) 

in(pdb,file = “ETCAT.DelPhi.pdbST”  (pdb file, generated by ETCAT) 

in(siz,file = “DNA.siz”    (atomic radius file name) 

in(crg,file = “DNA.crg”    (atomic charge file name) 

exdi = 80.0      (static dielectric constant of  

bulk water zone) 

prbrad = 1.4      (probe radius) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

A.2   Namelist variables 
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More details on the input parameters of the program DelPhi can be found at the homepage 

of the program http://trantor.bioc.columbia.edu/delphi/. 
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